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PREF.A.CE 

As part of the programme tor the Industrial Development Decade tor 
Africa. ll\IDO's Regional and Countrv Studies Branch is issuing a series of 
studies determining the major p1-oblems of African manufacturing and the 
potential for regenerating the sector. The studies are focused on the 
rehabilitation needs of agro-based industr,·. This is for a number of 
reasons. 

Fiest. the de"·elopment of agro-based industries is seen bv African 
Go"\·ernments as a major "\"ehicle for establishing an industrial tradition 
based on local Iv a"\·ai lable ra• materials. 

Second. agro- industries current!"- dominate African manufacturing industry 
in terms ot "\"alue added a1.d plav a kev role in attempts to dh·ersify 
exports and o"\·ercomE' foreign exchange constraints. 

Third. a11d mur~ important. agro-industries can provide the means bv •hich 
African ~o\·en1ments ca.1 satisfy their basic needs. in particular their 
goals for self-sufficier::::\· in food production and food securin·. 

In recognition of the importance of the rehabilitation of k€-\- industries 
catering to basic needs in Africa. the studies concentrate on th~ food 
processing subsector. To date. four countr"" case studies of the food
processing subsector in Sub-Saharan Africa (SSA) have been carried out. 1 ' 

A tifth studv has a'so h£·en undertaken in one ~orth African countrv -
Morocco. The countries selected repres£nt the regional. ge0graphical and 
linguistic groupings of Atrica. 

L· The rf'f.enc·1·ation ot :\nF,ol;;n manufacturing, industrv Y."ith c·mphasis on af,ro
bdsed ind:1stri~,5 (PPD/R.21. 1988). The .e~enc,1·ation ot Liberian 
manufacturing indusrn· 1o:ith f'mphasis on agro-based industries (PPD;R.23. 
1'18'~). The regen£,ration 0f Tanzanian manufacturing imlustrv i.-ith c·mphasis 
cm :ip,ro-basc·d indunric·s <PPD/R.Lt>. 1'189). Tiu· rcr.owration of Zambian 
manut.:icturing industrv • .. ith emphasis on agro-based industrirs (PPD;R.l':I. 
l'11l8J. '.lodernization and re-structuring of !1oroccan manutacturinf, industn· 
l."ith E>mphasis on ar,ro-bas(·d i1...-!11strit>s <>'PD;R.J/, 1984). 

A sixth studv on KE>nva - th£· rc·p,E·nt'ration ot KP1H";in manafacturinp, industrv 
with C"mphasis on sr!f'ct(·d kt·\' industri.~s (Pl'D;l~.rd. l'J'JO) - another Sub
Saharan Africa is to bf' completed shortiv. For a gt·ner;d survE>v of tlw 
rc·habilit.:ition pot.,nti.:il of inciustrv in·,!!•.' •.:holr of Africa includinp, ap,ro
hasc·d industric·s. <>:ec· l<c·,:;(·nt·r,1tinr. African m<ln11fact11rinp, inrlustrv: Countrv 
Br ids < PPD. 'I/. I '1Hd J • 
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This report brings together in com·enient t0rm. branch protiles - br.mch 
ie'l:el analvses. findings and recommendations - drai.TI from the countn: 
survevs Lited above. These branch profiles are ottered as a tirst attempt 
to o\·ercome the current dearth of infor.nation on African industn· at the 
branch level. The profiles serve to il1ustrate the existing and pvtential 
linkages beti.-een \·arious branches of" industn·. Thev also attempt to dra...
out common constraints and potentials across branches as an anah·t ic input 
in the elaboration of more consistent and cvncerted national. region.:il and 
international de\·elopment strategies and co-operation. 

The report co•.-ers four food pr0cessing branches: meat and fish 
processing. fruit and \"egetable processing. animal feed manufacturing and 
vegetable oil milling. In addition. t•o branches closelv related to food 
processing are covered . ...-ood processing and packat.ing material$. 

The branch profiles mt.:st be seen as onl\· a first round of anal\·sis. The-·: 
are based on month-long countrv survev missions to selected African 
countries bv a multidisciplinan· team ot experts. There is <ilso limited 
information a\·ailable on Atrica's industrv at the branch level. For 
example. it •as not al•avs possible in the countrv survevs to examine the 
same br~nches in all the countries covered. This •eakness clearlv limits 
the generality of the analysis presented. It is clear therefore that 
subsequent more detailed and comprehensive analvses are required to provide 
the appropriate qualifications and perspectin. for the profiles presemed. 
On the other hand. the profiles do ident if'-.· the main are.:is in • .. :hi ch future 
investigations should be focused. 

In sum. the b!·anch profiles presented in this report highlight a Key 
range of issues in a number of key industries in a small but representati\·e 
sample of African countries. Thev should not he seen as a comprehensive 
analvsis ot branches or industriPs but rather as a first step toi.-ards such 
anal \"Ses. 
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1.1 

C:h.a.pt.~:r 1 

In.t.:re>d.u.c::t.ie>~ 

The ia~rtance of agro-processing in Sub-Saharan 
Africa 

The most drdmatic expression of the economic cr1s1s in manv SSA countries 
is the shortage of essential food products. Some estimates suggest that as 
manv as 2~ per cent of the total population of SSA sutfers from 
undernourishment. compared with 21 per cent in South Asia and I per cent 
for East Asia and the Pacific region. While the good crop years bring 
temporan: relief. most African countries have become dependent on food 
imports. Total cereal imports by SSA countries have to be paid for in 
scarce toreign exchange. One remedy would be a sustained increase in 
domestic food production. ~anv African countries ha\·e abundant land 
resources. and effecti \"e stimulation of agriculture would sharply curtai 1 
food imports and provide work in the sector that is the largest source of 
emplovment in Africa. 

f"ood production co\•ers both the production of crops and the processing of 
agricultural raw materials by the manufacturing sector. Domestic food 
processing has become an essential element in basic needs strategies. The 
food products subsector is the most important indu~trial subsector in the 
great majority of SSA countries, and sometimes accounts for as much as 50 
per cent of manufacturing output and MVA. 

Food processing is an im?ortant industry for several reasons. It tends 
to be labour-intensive. and can play a significent role in reducing 
unemployment. absorbing labour released by growing agricultural 
productivity and providing additional jobs during the slack season in 
agriculture. Also, its technology tends to be relatively unsophisticated. 
Small-scale processing is therefore often economically justified. It is 
also important because it creates value added from the processing of 
agricultural raw materials. 

Demand for the products of the food processing branch is generally 
concentrated in the larger urban areas in the countries under review, with 
the exception of Morocco. Three centres have a better water and energy 
supply than the rest of the country, and are the focus of the transport 
network. When located on the coast, such as Dar-es-Salaam and Luanda. they 
are the leading ports. For these reasons the main branch processing units 
(employment in the plants studied was generally between 100 and 500) were 
situated in the large u~ban centres. 

Y The term "agro-based industries" used in this report refers to manufacturing 
branches that use agricultural products as their raw materials. In Africa 
these branches tend to use local raw materials, and thus have important 
backward linkages with the agricultural sector. They also have significant 
forward linkages with agriculture, an obvious example being animal feed. 
As already noted, the profiles cover two branches that cannot definitively 
be categorized as agtu-industries, namely wood processing and packaging 
materials. 
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Agricultural exports are directed to highlv competitive markf=ts. ott~11 in 
deveioped countries w1th a stron~ negotiating pos1t1on on prices and a ,,;idE
choice of interested sellers_ Th~ result has bsen low export prices. twu 
examples at the end of the 1980s being cotte£= and cocna_ As nl'arlv all 
African countries depend h{avilv on exports of goods for their foreign 
exchange re\·enue. there has been a deterioration in their balance- ot 
payments_.~/ Exporting processed agricultural goods would bring mon \-al ue 
added to the economv and reduce \-Ulne1·abi 1 i tv to the shaqJ t luctuat ions ot 
the world coma:oditv markets_ 

The tood products subsector can only pertorm well if it IIBs regular and 
balanced supplies of raw materials from the agriculture sector. "'hich must 
therefore be provided with the necessarv stimuli for- the subsector to 
prosper. The development of the subsector also requires access to 
packaging materials. an indispensable element in processing. 

Wood processing. like toad processing. is based on vegetable 1aw 
materials. and has many common problems. Indiscriminate logging has bec-n a 
major cause of desertification. which is one importznt reason tor thl 
agricultural crises in many west African countries_ F.:~ports still 
predominantly take the form of round logs. which. as ~ith c0ffee and cocua. 
leaves the producer exposed to the world mark~ts_ Processing is rarelv 
efficient and equipment ageing. with the result that many African countriE-s 
endowed with s•1b~tantial forest re::>uurces import secondan· 1'."ood prod·-1Cts. 
These same producers must restructur·e their branches to increase their 
processing activities, therebv slowing the rate of dtforestation and 
bringing more value added to their economies. 

1.2 The structure of the branc~ profiles 

The branch profiles ar~ each divided into the following five sections: 
inputs. output and markets. spatia~ distribution. linkages. anc! major 
problems and constraints. 

There are no sections on branch-specific policies and ree~s~res in this 
report since individual manufacturing branches ::. ·e genc>ra~ lv gD",·erned bv 
government directives for the sector as a "'hole. albeit with certain 
strands common to agro-based industries_ Recurrem: elements in these 
policies are higher use of domesric inputs (allied to campai~ns to boost 
agricultural output). improved local supplies of processed food wit!1in a 
basic needs strategy and encouragement for non-traditional exports. such ~s 
processed food. In the latter case many governments have p_iv.:·n ,h,, 
exporters in qu~stion the right to retain a fixed pc>rcent~ge of their 
foreign exchangf' earnings. The r";1dbil it at ion countrv casf' studir~ han· 
identified certain steps taken that are branch-specific, but in facl <·chu 
broader policies for the sf'ctor or the economy as a whole Somr examples 
are listed below: 

.!/since 148) th<· ovf'rall balanc<· of payment:; deficit of ttH, SSt\ countri<·~; has 
steadily incn~ascd from US $11.J to US $10.R billion. ;1ccordinp, io th<· world 
Bank's tinnual lkport 1988, Washington. D.C. 
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ThE- ~o\·rnunt'nt ill T.u1=ani;1 i$ comn;ittE~i to r.:>ising the nutritional 
standar,ts of tht• population ;ind reducinf_ the 10astaf.t- ot fruit throuf,h 
spoilap.r. To this 2xte11t ir11it cauning is ~-.1\·pn priorit\· amonr. 
iif.ricul ru-.d procE-ss• nf. indust ties. 

Fo1· nuti-ition.:!l rt°ason~ the l:o\·t'rnmEnt ot Tan:.:ania aims to incrt'asc· 
the consumptiun ot mdk. £-f.f.S and mE·at. Accordin,t,h·. it Encourages 
the production of stockfeeds. 

Liberian-cwned firms in the wood products branch have been encouraged 
b,- the l;o\·<'rn:nent to torm a professional association. the LibErian 
i.<ood and Carpentrv Jndustrv Associar~on \L:.:CIA). The Association 
recei\'es ,_;c;;ermnent and external backing. and its principal aim is the 
development of secondarv wood processing. 

The ~overnmant in Liberia has dccided to lower the duties on imported 
cereals and veg~cable oil. with the aim of improving the flow of 
inputs to the processing bran~hes which cannot secure adequate 
suopl ies on i:he Gumestic markf'·t. 

In .~r.eola. m,•nufacturers of p~3stic bags pav onl:: )0 per cent of the 
cutv on imf0~~ed plastic raw material. This part Exemption has beEn 
in place since 19/5. although it is thought that tariff policies will 
t-e re"-; sed t0 remove subsidies within the current SEF pt"ogramme of 
economi~ and financial restructuring. 

In Zambia the (;overnment has embarked on an extensive prof;ramme of 
n"mo•.:ing pricP controls. "1he programme has not co,·ered certain 
sensitive cemmodi<:ies. such as cooking oil. which adverselv affects 
the ce\·enue :>f the oil-milling branch. 
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Cha.pt.~:r 2 
M~a.t and fish p:r~~~ssing 

2.1 Characteristics of the branch 

2.1.1 Inputs 

The meat and fish processing branch was studied in Angola. Liberia and 
Zambia. but not in Mor0cco and Tanzania_ In the three countries under 
survey. this branch is dom~T'.:.~cd by the processing of beet. pork and 
poultry. and the major species ot seafish and crustaceans_ Al though S('ffie 

fishing takes plare on inlan~ ~aters in Zambia. the available data do not 
point to any processing acti~;·y. In the three countries the branch 
derives the greater part of its supplies from traditional tarmir.,i. and 
fishing operations. 

ln Angola. the raw materials for meat processing have been scarce since 
the late l':J/Os as a consequence of the ..,ar. which has cause3 mas!;ive 
displacement of farming communities. and destroyed a major part ot the road 
and railway net1"ork. The critical impact of the war is evident • »01n 

Ministry of Planning statistics. which show that the tonnagt of cattle 
slaughtered fell from 24,jQQ tonnes in 19/3 to 3./UO tonnes in l':J8)_ 
Within the government's fishing research programme. a meth0d has been 
developed to replace beef and pork with fish as the basis for sausage 
production. 

The scarcitv of beef and pork has forced ~any meat factories to close 
down or switch to the use of fish. Comm<:rce & Industria de lluii.a nol-" 
produces only canned fruit. The two most important meat companies still in 
operation are (fabrica de Alimentados) fAL in Luanda and BUCACO in Huarnbo. 
For a decade, FAL has based its products on fish. while BuCACO de· pends on 
stray pigs. a necessarily irregular source of s~pplies that is 
supplemented, when possible, with imported pork. 

However, fresh fish appears to be in abundant supply and is found in 
the many markets surrounding Luanda at parallel market prices (of Kz ).000-
6,000/kg in September 1988). Dried fish. ~h1ch local fishermen land and 
dry in the open air by the roadside, is similarly sold 1n Lu~nda_ 

In Liberia, the development of intensive a~imal production and meat 
processing in urban areas has been slow. partly because of a tradition of 
fish production and processing, which was the principal source of protein 
for t~e urban population. However. since 1980 fish processing in the 
modern sector has corne virtually tc a srandstill as a result of 
mismanagement at the leading enterprise in the sector, the Mesurado fishing 
Complex. 

Meat processing firms have been unable to till this gap. The 
traditional livestock herd is small. The Ministry of Agriculture estimated 
a total of only 260,000 head in 198/-88, ~onsisting lO per cent of goats, 
23 per cent of sheep, 21 per c~nt ot pigs and h per cent of cattle. The 
Ministry also estimated a total ot 800,000 po11ltry ~n traditional farms. nt 
which 9'.> per cent were chickens and J ,1er cent WE· re di.c~s. Assuming ot t -
take rates of 10 per cent for cattle, /j p~r cent for pigs. goats and 
sheep. and 100 pt!r cent tor poultry. and usin~ a b;ise ot pH!Vail1nr, aw!rar,e 
carcass rates. this :mgy,es1 s a curr£,11t 0qui\..al ent meat Sl.li•Pl y of just t,. hO 



tonnt>s. 'Aith the population .:stimated at 2.2'' million in L48/-titi. this 
implies an annual a\·era~e consumi:;tion ot about 1.8 kg. meat t1om indig.:nous 
traditional livestork. ~ith te ... exceptions the meat ott-take ot 
tr~ditional tarms is CJnsumed in the villages. 

In the pe.:;k \·ears ot i.Y/9 and 1Y8U. commercial. intensi.\·e poultry ~nd 
pig farmin~ supplied an additional 2.20U tonpes of meat per vear. Poultr~ 

processing appeared the most promising industry in the branch. but most ot 
the large integrated poultry slaughtering units then in operation have 
since closed. Commercial operation~ are n'J10 reduced ·o twc> relatively 
iarge units and some 30 smali farms whic.h sell the greater part of their 
poultrv production live. Low 1'2\·el capacity utilization is the norm. and 
there is an emphasis on laying rather than slaughtering. Demand for meat 
and meat produc.ts in the towns cannot be met by these local suppliers. In 
1982-8:> annual imports ot meat. constrain'2d by foreign exchange shortages. 
a\·eraged 21) ~onnes of meat ar.d edible otfal. 3 .6:i0 tonnes of presen·ed 
meat and 6 tonnes ot chickens. Data from the Ministr~ of Agricult11re ~how 
that in 1986-8/ import levels increased to 10.000 tonnes of pork ribs. 
'.>.400 tonnes of frozen poultry. 12.)00 tonnes of frozen beet and about 
8.000 tonnes of processing meat p1odccts. 

Pork is the principal input 0f meat proces£ing firms in Zaabia. Pig 
products. including processed items such as sausages. polonies. cured hams 
and b~con. account for about I per cent of domestic meaL consumption in the 
country. This is a long established trend. Statistics on pig µrojuction 
are incomplete, beir.g largely confined to the traditional sector. The 
Annual Livestock Re~ort of the Ministry of Agriculture and Water 
Development sho~ that the number of pigs in the traditional sector remained 
relatively stable in 1983-86. at around 110.000 head. Estimates by the 
Ministry put the number of breeding sows in the commercial sector at about 
),200. This total is divided into six large farms. one of them parastatal. 
with 200-600 sows, ten farms with )0-200 sows. and a number of smaller 
units with under )0 s~ws. Recent years have seen a fall in the number of 
the smaller farms. 

Large White and Landrace are the only breeds of significance in the 
commC'rcial sector, which is characterized by low levels of efficiency. The 
average number of pigs slaughtered per sow each year is estimated at 11. 
and the overall feed c0nversion (defined as the total feed consumed divided 
by total cold dr~ssed weight) at /.24. Equally. the feed conversion ratio 
for slaughtered pigs is put at four to one. The principal reasons for this 
poor ~erformance are inadequate management standards, and teed that is low 
qualitv and in irregular supply. 

In th£ rast decade a number of programmes have been Launched in the 
r,ommercial sector within tt.e Integrated Pig Management Scheme. This aims 
to organize groups ot farmers into co-operatives, each with a central 
management responsible for the supply ot feed and other inputs, and 
market.ing and extension servic£·s. The followi.1g projects were staru·d 
under the Schf'me: 

J. A:~ [sraf'ii-sponsorf'd project in th<· CoppC'rbelt. 1his co-operative 
collapsf'd when Isr[.cli tf'chnical assistance was withdrawn. 
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2. A German-sponsored integrated programme at Monze in Southern province, 
incorporating management. veterinary and extension personnel. a 
stockfeed plant and a large number of vehicles. Shortages of spare 
parts for the feed mill and the vehicles resulted in deficient feed 
supplies and a general decline in thP programme. 

Two other Integrated Pig Management Schemes, at KumLe in Central 
Province and Chipata in Eastern province, did not progress to the formation 
of co-operatives. Some individual farmers are currently being supported by 
the Ministry in acquiring feedstuffs and marketing their production. It 
appears that the Scheme still provides some assistance with the supply of 
better bred pigs. 

2.1.2 output and aarkets 

In Angola, total processing ~apacity of the major firms is about 1,000 
tonnes. Detailed s~atistics are only available for FAL (Fabrica de 
Alimentados, Luanda), which has a capacity of 465 tonnes of processed 
products per year. Its output in 1987 amounted to 45 tonn~s of fish 
sausages and 208 tonnes of s~oked fish. FAL's total production is said to 
have averaged 180 tonnes annually for .m unspecified period in the 1980s. 
The domestic market, however, has been estimated at 2,400 tonnes per year, 
with sales predominantly effected at the factory gate. 

In Liberia, meat and poultry processing is currently limited to the 
artisanal sector. The scale of the domestic market is indicated by imports 
of 8,000 tonnes of processed meat in 1986-87 (the then fiscal year starting 
on 1 July), although foreign exchange constraints and informal crossborder 
trade are both significant factors. Section 2.1.3 provides an indication 
of the potential capacity of the poultry processing industry. 

Output of the branch in Zmabia is not known, although the slaughter of 
30,000 pigs in 1986 gives a starting point for an estimate. Two 
enterprises, ZAPP and Twikatane Farm Products, control about 80 per cent of 
the market. The report of the UNIDO field mission to Zambia in May-June 
1988Yconcluded, in the absence of a statistical series, that domestic 
demand is "not satisfied". 

2.1.3 Spatial distribution 

Until recently, the security situation in Angola was such that the two 
areas of branch activity had to be regarded as autonomous regions. It 
appears that competition between the two areas has not yet resumed. 
Against the background of these constraints, new investment in any form 
must be viable both in the present circumstances and in a normalized 
situation, when massive changes in the competitive environment are 
inevitable. 

The regeneration of Zambian manufacturing industry with emp~asis on agro
based industries, PPDjR.19, 1988. 
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The principal are:i is Luanda and its surrounds:. •h-ere FAL has no 
serio·1s competitor for its products. notably fish sausages and smoked fish. 
Other Froducers are local fishermen. who supply fresh fish directly to the 
locc.l market. 

The second area of activitv for the meat and fish processing branch in 
Ango1.a is the South-wes:tern and Southern region. PROTEICA, a meat 
processing business located in Lubango. used to operate with a large 
workforce and ageing machinery. and had a rated capacity of :.OOu tonnes 
per year. However, it was forced to ~lose since farmers were no longer 
willing to sell their livestock at the official prices. Another enterprise 
in the branch in the region is BUCACO, which continues to produce a range 
of sausages and other meat products. Its slightly different range. 
tailored to the Portuguese taste, and the isolation of the region as a 
result of the war means tha~ it i$ not a competitor to FAL. 

Data on the geographical distribution of inputs for meat processing 
(cattle. pork and poultry) are not available. As already indicateci, 
processing plants partly rely on stray pigs. Virtually all operational 
plants are Government-owned. 

In Liberia subsistence farmers throughout the 
owners and breeders of cattle. po~k and poultry. 
production is sup?lied to the market. 

co~ntry are the principal 
Only a fraction of this 

In the Monrovia area, the Baker h~tchery had a capacity of 24,000 day
old chicks per week, out ceased to operate in 1980. Its broiler farm. with 
a capucity of ~00,000 broilers per year, closed in 1984. In the Gbarnga 
area, the Baker unit, as well as the Sangai laying and ~railer farm. and 
broiler processing plant, with a capacity of i,000 birds per hour, halted 
production in 1980. A hatchery unit at Sangai was completed, but never 
commissioned. The only remaining commercial operation is the Bright layer 
farm at Kakata, which produces about 26,000 eggs per day. A broiler 
production unit is currently planned for the same site. All poultry 
processing plants are privately-owned. 

In Zambia, slaughtering and processing of pork is concentrated in the 
Lusaka area, with some activity in the Copperbelt. Animal diseases 
occasionally prevent the transport of pigs and pig carcasses out of 
Southern Province. Eastern Province is not currently a source of supplies 
for the same reason. 

The three main producers operate along the 'line-of-rail' in the large 
population centres, the Copperbelt, Lusaka and Livingstone. As already 
noted, Zambia Pork Products (ZAPP) and Twikatane Farm Products dominate the 
market. The latter is a non-profit making enterprise run by a religious 
sect and based in Lusaka. Its slaughtering capacity is about 20 pigs per 
shift. supplied both from its own piggery and from sources that also meet 
the needs of ZAPP. There are reports that Twikatane plans to establish a 
slaughtering and processing facility in the Copperbelt to supply northern 
areas. The third producer in quest.ion is Lusaka Cold Storage Ltd .. a 
subsidiary of Galaun Holdings Ltd. that trades under the "Luscold" label. 
Like ZAPP, this company procures its pigs from within a )0 km radius of 
tusaka, supplementing the output of its small piggery. 



Kyundu Ranch in Lusaka is a smaller operation which largely sen:es the 
needs ot the expatriate population in the capital. It has reportedly 
opened recently a small slaughterhouse about 3~ km from Lusaka. Other 
important enterprises in the pork products industry are listed belo~: 

Buccaneer Products Ltd .. Ngwerere. Lusaka Rural 
King Farm Products Ltd .. Lusaka 
Mumpilo Products Ltd., Lusaka 
Zambia Cold Storage Ltd .. Lusaka 
Lendor Agricultural Products Ltd .. Lusaka 
Modern !teat Products. Chingola 
Lyons-Brooke Bond, Ndola 
Copper Harvest Foods Ltd .. Ndola 
Mushima, Kitwe 

It is estimated that Lusaka and its environs account for as much as 9U 
per cent of Zambia's current output of pork products. Privately-owned 
enterprises are responsible for virtual!~ all production. 

2.1.4 Linkages 

The previ~~s sections have illustrated the major backward linkages of 
the meat and fish processing branch to animal husbandry and fisheries. 
Other inputs for the branch include spices, vegetable oil. sugar, salt and 
other preservatives, flour, vegetables, dairy products, casings and 
packaging materials. Forward linkages are norm2.lly with the consumer, 
although some products of the branch serve as inputs for other industries. 

Figure 2.1: A.Qeola - linlcazes in 11eat and fish grocessing 
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Report of the UNIDO tield mission to Angola in September 1988, 
The reeeneration ot Aneola manyfactyrine industry with elJIRhasis 
on aero-based industries, PPD/R.21, 1988, p.~O. 

This is the tempcrary supplier of raw materials to the branch 
until meat and fish are again available on the Angolan market. 

.· 



By wav ot examples. tish and bone-meal can be used bv the stockteed 
inrlustry. while processed meat and tish can be ingredients for canned soups 
and deep treeze dinners. The first example is a realistic way ot reducing 
imports where local alternatives exist. but the second will have limited 
application. in the sho~t term. given the low income levels and the stage 
of economic de\·elopment currently prevailing in Sub-Saharan Africa (SSA). 

Figure 2. l highlights the linkages of the meat and fish processing 
branch in Angola. Almost all inputs required c~n potentially be provided 
by the domestic agricultural sector and other manufacturing branches. but 
this is not currently possible in view of the massive dislocation caused by 
the war. 

The domestic economy is currently able to provide fish and some 
supplies of pork. salt. flour. vegetable oil and sugar. The limited output 
of the branch is 3uch that it can broadly manage with the low level of 
other inputs. Casings are provided by another industry within the branch, 
slaughterhouses. but synthetic casings. spices, emulsifiers and 
preservatives are r.ot available. The small volume of importer inputs 
required by the branch has largely been provided. A sub3tantial proportion 
of sales are effected at the factory gate, so the shortages of packaging 
are not currently a constraint. The forward linkage is predominantly 
direct to the consumer. 

Source: 

Ficure 2.2: Liberia - lin/cages in J>OUltey processin& 
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Report ot the UNI DO t ield mission to Liberia in .January·f'ebruary 
1989, The reeeneration ot Liberian manyfacturine industry with 
em.,Jiasis 011 aero-based industries, PPD/R.23, 1989. p.62. 
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Figure 2. 2 shows che backward and forward linkages in the Liberia 
poultry slaughtering industry. The only commercial enterprise in this 
industry is at present non-operational. The backward linkages ot the 
industry are with poultry units. with direct iinks with domestic 
agriculture. In the long term. the market tor liYe birds is expected to be 
replaced by one for dressed birds. At that stabe the slaughcering indust~y 
will most likely draw from sources of broilers and spent hens from egg 
production on small and medium-sized poultrY operations within integrated 
farms. 

The branch would remain relatiYely independent of other manufacturing 
branches. as slaughtering. deep freezing and packaging would be its only 
significant op~rations. It could perhaps use domestic paper. gi\·en the 
forestry resources. and plastic manufactured locally for its packaging 
needs. provided that products were tailored for its specific requirements. 
The forward linkages are both directly to the consumer and to catering 
enterprises, which are shown as nfast foods" in Figure 2.2. A future 
forward linkage could be the supply of offal to stock feed plants. which 
are partly integrated in the branch. 

Figure 2.3 illustrates the major linkages of the Zaabian meat 
processing branch. 

Fieure 2.3: Zaabia - linlcaies of the meat processing branch 
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reieneration of Zambian manytacturin£ industrv with cawl1asis 011 

aero-based industries, PPD/R.19. 1988, p.J.l. 
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Other than meat. the branch produces salt. flour. milk powder. rice. 
casings and bags tor packaging. A 1 imi ted \."Olume of casings. salt and 
spices needs to be imported. This branch. in common with others in Zambia. 
is constrained by the sh0rtage ot foreign exchange. but its import 
requirements are ~odest and it appears that it is not currently 
experiencing major problems. As in the other countries undec sun:ey. the 
irregular availabi 1 ity of foreign exchange does adversely c.ffect branch 
performance when spare parts are required. Forward linkages are both to 
the consumer and the stockfeed processing industry. which ust:s ,.ff al a~ an 
input. 

2.2 Major problems and constraints 

T1.-o constraints common to the development of the branch in all the 
countries under review are shortapes of raw materials anc spare parts. The 
latter problem is generally a result of foreign exchange shortages, since 
spare parts ha\.·e to be imported in the majori t'' of cast::s. The same 
constraint. compounded often by low levels of agricultural production. 
explains the inadequate supply of raw materials. 

In Angola. the acute shortage of pigs and cattle is the major problem. 
This is largely the result of the continuing war which has prevented the 
raising ot animals in many areas. and has seriously disrupted 
communications between producing regions and ~he densely populated areas 
where manufacturers and conswrers are concentrated. In certain central 
areas there is a la~ge surplus of Jnimals. However. this surplus is not 
marketed because of tran~port problems and the fact that potential buyers 
cannot offer acceptable goods. let ~lone cash. in payment. 

Pig supply has also been limited by frequenr outbreaks of swine fever. 
1"hich is said to be caused by the poor state of hygiene prevailing in the 
state slaughter houses. A further constraint lies in the regular power 
cuts which damage not only t~e products and inputs stored in refrigeration 
chambers. but also the installations themselves since sharp ~emperature 
fluctuations create cracks in walls. Moreover. certain production 
processes require a long and c'·~plicated restarting procedure even after a 
3hort loss of power. This. in turn. necessitates diesel generator plants. 
which have to be imported. 

In addition the branch must struggle against the high level of 
pilfering. Cash can buy little. since consumer goods are in very short 
supply. As a result. raw materials. packaging. spare parts and finished 
goods are stolen on a large-scale since they offer the means of barter. 
One factory reports that 1t receives. on average. 4~ per cent less fish for 
processing than it is invoiced for. It is not uncommon for a factory to 
lose up to 3~ per cent of its stocks. 

In Liberia several poultry slaughtering and processing firms closed 
after 198)-83 due to mismanagement, inadequate working capital, irregular 
feed supplv and shortages of bank credit. These enterprises still 
operating encountEr major difficulties in importing their principal raw 
materials (feeds. day-old chicken, packaging and spare parts) because of 
the scarcity of foreign exchange. 
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Prior to 1981 the branch was protected by a ban on the import of 
chickens. Subsequent liberalization of imports brought competition from 
very low priced European chickens. forcing many poultry operations out of 
business. This remains a major problem for the sun-~\·ing firms. Private 
produce~s are initiating local contract farming of feed and the 
establishment of new hatcheries. in an effort to reduc~ their imports of 
inputs. This tr~nd is constrained by difficult access to credit at 
acceptable terms. 

The pork products branch in Zambia suffers from a shortage of 
slaughtering pigs and. :o a lesser extent. inadequate spare parts for 
essential equipment. Tt-· "" two problems explain the low capacity 
utilization reported in ,,.,me firms. In the current sellers' market meat is 
sold without diff•culty ~ut new storage space and equipment. and packaging 
facilities will be needed once pig production increases significantly 
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Ch.aptE'!r 3 
Fr~it and ~E'!gE'!tab1~ pr~~E'!ssing 

3.1 ~aracteristics of the branch 

3.1.1 Inputs 

The truit and vegetable processing branch w~s surveyed in Morocco and 
Tanzania. but not in Angola. Liberia and Zambia. In lforocco regional 
variations in climate. topography and soils. combined with a farming sector 
that is far more ;_ntegrated within the modern economy than that in most 
African countri~s. have made for a wide range of crops offered for sale. 
For example. Marrakesh is an importan't centre for apricots and olive 
processin&. accounting for /) per cent and 69 per cent of the national 
total respectively. Larache cans or concentrates )8 per cent of Moroccan 
tomato output. while Ca~ablanca is the principal centre for vegetable 
concentrate and fruit juice. with )0 per cent of national capacity. The 
branch only exploits the raw material base in part, because sales of fruit 
and vegetables direct to consumers are often more attractive for the 
farmer. Nonetheless. it manufactures a wide range of food products. and 
has become an important source of foreign exchange revenue. 

Inputs are generally procured through the market, either directly from 
farmers (0ften contract growers) or via intermediaries. The latter is the 
usual source of procurement in the large urban centres such as Fes and 
Casablanca. However, easily damaged crops (grapes and mushrooms are two 
examples) and those that must be fresh (like spinach) tend to be procured 
direct from the farmer. Integrated agro-industrial production accounted 
for only lC per cent of total output volume in the later 1980s. 

The most important inputs for Lhe branch are citrus fruit. olives, 
tomatoes. apricots. string beans, cucumbers and dates. Tomatoes are the 
only crop for which integrated production is significant: this form of 
production consumed 42 per cent of total inputs used by tomato processors 
in 1984-8). With the exception of dates, a desert oasis product, the 
majority of inputs are grown in he North West. Although the agricultural 
sector can produce high quality inputs, the branch sometimes has 
difficulties in acquiring au~quate quantities because of the already noted 
advantage to farmers of selling direct to the consumers. The seasonality 
of inputs and a lack of diversification are other problems for processing 
firms. 

In Tanzania. fruit and vegetable farming is dominated by subsistence 
farmers. each culti"ating a few hectares. Large-scale operations are very 
few in number. and commercial contract cropping has barely developed. None 
of the factories in the branch has a significant land area of its own to 
act as a supply nucleus. 
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Apart t rom occasional shortag..:s. howe\-er. there is general iv an 
arequate seasonal supplv of truits for processing. such as oranges. 
mangoes. pineapples. passion-fruit and tomatoes_ The problem lies i:1 
supplying the factories with fruit regularly and in good condition. There 
is sever~ shortage of lorries. none of which are converted for 
refrigeration and fruit transport_ The outlying roads are in a \·ery poor 
state. This extends the journey time from harvesting to arrival at the 
factory gatf' to more than two days on occasions. besides causing extensive 
damage and losses. which reportedly re::i.ch '.:>0 per cent in extreme cases_ 

3.1.2 output and markets 

Total production capacity of the branch in lforocco amounted to !73.284 
tonnes in 1984 _ However. utilization averages about 60 per cent of 
capacity. mainly because of the seasonality of inputs_ Since the 19/0s. 
Morocco has greatly increased its exports of fruit and vegetable products. 
which now account for about one-third of all food exports. Table 3.1 shows 
the major exports of the branch. illustrated both in tonnes and value 
(Dirhams =DH). France i~ the principal export market. with other EEC 
members importing the greater part of the balance_ The domestic market for 
brand\ output is relatively limited. since most consumers prefer fresh 
produce_ 

Table J.l: Fruit and vezetable products e,gported 

Canned vegetables 
fruit/vegetable juice 
Fruit preserves/jam 
Other fruit/vegetable products 

Janu3rv-3eptesber 1987 
(ro!lnes) ( 1000 DH) 

40.300 
8 .523 

10.512 
153.431 

373.060 
11.56'} 
91 .326 

181. 724 

SQ!Jj:c;_f!.: Banque Harocaine du Commerce Exterieur. 

Jarm:lrv-Scptember l'J88 
(tonnes) ( 1000 DH) 

42 .110 
21.414 

9.412 
141.546 

410 .185 
316.222 

69 .491 
116.)49 

The Moroccan example is not representative of Africa, although changes are 
underway in certain African countries. Agricultural exports (principally coffee, 
cocoa, and tea) dominate foreign exchange earnings for mo~t African countrtes, but 
the products in question generally undergo primary processi~g. Fruit and 
vegetables are consW!led domesLically, with output often falling short of demand. 
However. since the mid-1980s horticulture has developed rapidly i~ a nurabec of 
countries, and it has hecome common to see eY.otic fruit and vegetables from Kenya, 
Nigeria and Zambia on the shelves ot western supermarkets_ In Kenya. it is widely 
thought that h0rticultural products will replace coffee a:,; thl) leading merchandise 
export by the end of the century. The next step towards the development of the 
branch on the Moroccan scale •ill be the manufacture of preserves. jams. chutneys, 
fruit drinks, pickles and other products for exp.,rt. 

Output statistics on the truit and veger:o.ble industry in Tanzania are very 
1 imi ted. Shortages of spare parts and losst·s of raw materials are known to 
constrain output. Research has identified export demand for Tanzanian fruit 
products, but this could only b~ corwertf'd into sales if the quality of the 
products and packaging is improved. and supply becomes more reliable. 



3.1.3 Spatial distribution 

The canned \·egetable and truits sector in lforocco consisted of 8::> pri\·ately 
o~Tied industrial units in 198j. located along the Atlantic coast. and in or near 
large urban centres in the interior. Manv of the units are situated near ports due 
to the heavy dependence of the branch on the export market. with the exception of 
condiments which are also sold in bulk domestically. The branch produces: 

- condiments 
- c6nned vegetables 
- canned fruit 
- frozen and deep frozen fruits and vegetables 
- fruit juice and vegetable juice 
- dried and dehydrated fruits and \"egetables 

As illustrated in Table 3.2. Marrakesh is the leading production centre. with 
26 units. followed by Casablanca with 13. The provinces of Fes and Agadir each 
have 10 units. Measured by canning capacity. the distribution between the 
provinces assumes a very different picture. Total annual capacity of 173.284 
tonnes divides into about 9.000 tonnes per enterprise. Casablanca. Marrakesh and 
Larache (the latter the most important area for the canning of tomatoes) account 
for 33 per cent. 17 per cent and 13 per cent of national canning capacity 
respectively. with average capacity per enterprise of 19.000 tonnes. 5.200 tonnes 
and 81.000 tonnes. 

Pro\· ince 

Larache 
Kenitta 
Casablanca 

Hohammedia 
Rabat 
Agadir 

Taroundant 
Fes 
Heknes 
!'larrakesh 
El Kelaa 
Safi 
Sidi Kacem 
Ou_jda 

Khemisset 
Total 

Table 3.2: Horocco - distribution of canning factories 

,, 
3 

13 

1 
1 

10 

1 
10 

5 
.?6 

2 
3 
1 
3 

1 
8~ 

Number of units Products 

\·eget ables. cond ime .. t s 
green beans. citrus fruits 
condiments. \'eger.ables. citrus and 
other fruits 
1:egetabl es 
vegetables 
tomatoes. fruits. gherkins. carobs. 
bitter almonds 
vegetable juice. tomatoes 
olives. capers, fruits 
olives. 1,:egetables. fruits. gherkins 
condiments. pimentos. fruits. carobs 
fruits. olives. pimentos 
fruits. vegetables 
olives 
\·egetables, fruits, dried and 
dehydrated fruit 
dried prunes and raisins 

Sou.c£f: Hinistry c>f Agriculture, Situation de ~ecteur des conseryes 
ve&etables. September 1?88. 
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All these units identified in Table 3.2 would appedr to be privatelv 
owned. 

Datt palms are principally grown in the Ouarzazate and I::rrachiua 
regions. which !-.ave attracted date processing. Yields and out: put le\·els 
have fai.len bv an estimated '.>U per cent since the late 1960s due to dise'ise 
and other factors in both regions. particularly Errachidi2. 

Date processing has cncounten:d severe difficulties in both val lev 
regions. The company Dattes de Zagara was established in the Ouar-:azate 
region in 1981. but collapsed within two years despite support from t:NIDO 
at the planning and feasibility stages and ~ith the commissioning ~L the 
factory. It has since operated intermittently and is now almost at a 
standstill. In the Errachidia region another processing unit was set up in 
1977. but closed down in 1983 under the weight of technica!, marketing and 
financial problems. Attempts are nolo" being made to revive the company. In 
uddition to these operations. the date processing industry consists of 
nu.~erous small farmers. located in all the date producing areas and 
processing by traditional means. 

The UNIDU survey identified stven of the 26 reported fruit processors 
in operation in Tanzania. Three are situated in and around Dar-es-Salaam. 
with one at Y.orogwe. some 290 km to the north. and a fifth ~t Dabaga. 
SOO km to the south-west. The survey also identified a small factory at 
Mbeya in the far scuth-west. which has been closed in recent years. and a 
unit in Zanzibar. which was installed in 1981 but has never functioned. 

One ~f the 26 report~d units. many of which are not operating. six are 
registered as publi~ companies a~d 20 as private enterprises. 

3.1.4 Linka~es 

The lforoccan brand• has strong linkages. although these could be 
improved. The d0mestic manufacturing sector has access to a substantial 
raw material base and provides -~.er ta in intermediates. such as sugar and 
some preservatives. Some pac~aging materials ~re produced locally. as 
shown by fi&ure 3.1. However import dependence is greater at this level, 
with tin cans ann glass jars. fo, example. often imported. 

forward linkages are principal'~ direct to the consumer. both Moroccan 
and foreign. Some products serve as inputs for other industries. often 
within the same branch. The latter is the case with tomato past~ and 
condiments, while fruit juice and dried fruits are used bv other branches 
of the food industry. A p~tEntial linkage which appears worth exploring is 
that to the animal feed branch. Wastage is very common in this branch and 
oppurtunities to recycle are nuw hardly exploited. Vegetable waste, for 
example, can be used in ff,<'d for domestic animals. 

The fruit and vegetable processing branch in Tanzania has backward 
linkages to doruP.stic agriculture and to the packaging branch. Commercial 
fruit farming takes place on a very limited scale, so processing plants are 
almost entirely dependent on small-scale subsiste11c.:I! farmers for their 
supplies. During the off-season they rely on imported supplies. S~ecial 
ingredients, such as preservatives, are all imported, as indicated in 
Figure 3.2. 
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The countn· boasts onlv one supplier of cans and one of glass bottles. 
but neither can meet peak demand tor their products. Squash and sauce 
bottles. for example. must be bought at least six months in advance. 
Moreo\·er. the qualit~· of the cans is poor. and there are no pilfer-proof. 
recloseable caps of local manufacture for the glass bottle~. which are 
required b~- the regulations of the Tanzania Bureau of Standards. The crolon 
caps used for beer and soft d~:inks bottles are not suitable fo·c squashes 
and sauces. The processing uni ts ha\·e therefore started to use moulded 
plastic bottles. made from imported granules and sealed with imported 
aluminum rol 1-on caps or locally made plastic flip-top closures. Carton 
tend to be expensive. and their quality is inadequate. The poor quality of 
packaging materials is a major constraint to the development of exports by 
the branch. 

Fi~e 3.1: lforocco - linkaees of the branch 
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Source: Report of the UNI DO field mission to Hor .. .'cco in Harr.h 1989. 
/'fodernisation et Restructuration des Indyh·t~s /'fanyfacri<:ru....£1.y 
l'faroc. en particylier des Industries Airo-alimentaires. PPD/R.21, 
1989, p.41. 
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Fieure 3.2: Tanzania - linkage in the branch 
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Source: Report ot the UNIDO t ield mission to Tanzania, in Februarv-,'farch 

1988, The regenerarion ot Tanzania;1 manufacturing industry wirh 
emphasis on agro-based industri.!'s, PPD/R.26, 1988, p.49. 

3.2 Major problems and constraints 

The branch in Morocco encounters constraints in terms of inputs, 
production. cost and price structure, and markets. The liberalization of 
agricultural prices has given the producer the alee.natives of selling to 
the food industry or the free market. The ensuing comr~tition for raw 
materials between the industry and dealers has had a speculative effect on 
prices, and thus on the cost structure of branch products. The main 
production constraint is that technology and ~rocessing li~es do not attain 
international standards. Also the seasonality of inputs means that the 
capacity utilization rate is only 60 per cent. 

As for pricing, the cost structure of somP canned vegetables is too 
high, princip~lly due to higt1 packaging costs. This has reduced export 
possibilities. The European market is essential for the branch. sine~. as 
already notPd, Moroccan families generally consume fresh products. Th(· 
canning industry has given little attention to the developro~nt of nrw 
products: this could prove a costlv oversight in terms of foreign exch.mf,•.· 
'~arnings, since the cornpc·tition of ot.lwr Mc·dit1·rranean couc:ri1·s in tr11it 
and vegetable processing is expc·ct1·d to intc·n!;ify. 

The main constraintr. facing th1· branch in Tanzani,.-1 ar1 ·ti1· poor 
qualit.y, irregular supply and hip,h prier· of its primary pac,:;,r.i11r, rnat1·r1.d:. 
(cans, and ends, p,Jass and plastic bottles, caps ;me! l;ilwl:. The· sam•· 
problems apply to cartons. Norw ot t.hc processing units h.,. cold !;torar,•· 
f;icilities, an indispc•n!·ablc· r<·q11in·m1·11t h1·raw;1· of ttH· irr••.11L1r 



deliveries ot inputs. Shortages ot tnreign exchange seve~elv limits 
imports 0t cth£·n..-:se unobtainable input<: such as preser\·atives. aral\·tic 
reagents tor qualit\· control. plastic f,ranules for bottles ... ud caps. boil.:-r 
water treatment chemicals and mechanical spare parts. 

Shortages of '••ell trained and qualified management. and ot ail other 
higher le\·el staff (accountants. technologists. engineers. and chemists). 
as well as the lack of t~aining facilities. pose serious problems for the 
branch. 

There is also a critical shortage of double retined sugar. which is 
required for consep:at ion. It has been reported that its product ion ma~· 
cease altogether. Fruit processors would therefore need tc import white 
sugar to maintaln their standards. ~omesticallv produced single refined 
sugar could be used bv the branch. but this i3 also in short supply. 
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Chapter 4 
feed ~a~~fa~t~ri~g 

4.1 Characteristics of the branch 

4.1.1 Inputs 

This branch was covered in Liberia, Tanzania, and Zambia, but not 
Angola and Morocco. It uses a wide range of inputs, including cereals and 
cereal bran, oil-seed cake, fish- and bone-meals, offal, salt and other 
minerals. Most of the inputs could be procured locally, but the condition 
of the agricultural sector and of upstream industries is such that the 
branch must liv~ with a high degree of import dependence. In all thr~e 
countries under review, the branch imports all its essential vitamin 
requirements. 

The stockf eed manufacturing branch in Liberia has been acutely 
dependent on imports for its major raw materials (maize, soya-meal, fish
meal and concentrates). Between 1981 and 1984, 20 per cent of Liberian 
demand for stock feed was met by domestic millers, who imported 80 per cent 
of their inputs. However, the last Liberian mill was closed down in 1984, 
and the country has since relied almost totally on imports. 

Bright Feed Hill, a poultry operation in Kakata mentioned in Chapter 2, 
is in the process of installing a feed mill, which was due to start 
production at the end of 1989. Although the mill plans to use imported 
maize initially, it hopes to work with supplies purchased from local 
contract growers in the long-term under arrangements that have not been 
specified. There is no data on maize production. 

Cassava chips, pellets or flour could substitute for imported cereals 
and other local filler materials for up to 25 per cent of the total feed 
for layers and 10 per cent for broilers. Rice bran is also a potential 
input. Rice production amounted to 288,000 tonnes in 1988, and imports to 
85,000 tonnes in 1985. Much of the rice is milled in villages, and the 
bran fed to farm animals. However, the bran that is the residue of 
commercial rice milling should be collected for further processing. Other 
potential inputs that are domestically available are pulses, slaughtarhous~ 
by-products and fish-meal. 

In Tanzania the branch relies mainly on local supplies for maize, oil
seed cake, wheat bran, fish- and bone-meal, limestone and salt, 
supplemented by imports on vitamins, amino acids and trace minerals. 

Fish-meal has been in short supply since the plant at Mbeya halted 
operations on a regular basis in 1986. The branch now depends on irregular 
supplies of small dried fish from the lakes purchased from fishermen and 
from middlemen at wildly fluctuating prices. Meat and bone-meal has been 
unobtainable since the abattoir was closed in 1984. Access to oil-seed 
cake is also limited because several oil-seed processors have broken down. 

At the same time, supplies of oil-seeds arc scarce, mainly as a result of 
transport constraints. 
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Imports of essential vitamins. amino acids and trace minerals were 
severe! y limited ur1t il the recent beginning of Canadian supplies under ar 
aid programme. Branch performance is generally weakened by the low 
productivity of the agricultural sector and of upstream processing 
operations. and a shortage of transport facilities. 

As with the two other countries under review. the animal feed branch in 
Za.bia depends on imports of the same essential ingredients. mainly 
minerals and vitamins. Domestic processing of by-products from 
slaughterhouses. such as offal. blood and bones. and, to some extent. 
condemned mea'. and carcasses. could provide the branch with considerable 
volumes of inputs. This possibility has apparently not received much 
attention. and existing rendering plants are not operating efficiently. 
Cereal inputs are normally produced domestically. but the quality of maize. 
for example, is generally poor as the prices paid to farmers are set 
irrespective of quality. Lucerne-meal and fish-meal are not currently used 
by the branch. but could serve as raw materials. 

4.1.2 output and 11arkets 

Domestic output of animal feed in Liberia is presently minimal. Only 
the National Milling Company, mainly a producer of wheat flour for human 
consumption. is manufacturing some bran and compound feeds for stock
breeding: its raw material, wheat, is entirely imported. Its animal feed 
production level is not known. The new Bright Feed Mill will have a 
theoretical capacity of 3 tonnes/hour. The Liberian market for stockfeed 
is estimated at 12,000 tonnes per year, one-third of which is imported, 
highlighting the opportunities for new domestic units. 

The branch in Tanzania is dominated by the Tanzania Animal Feeds 
Company Ltd. (TAFCO), a parastatal with total installed capacity of 170,000 
tonnes per year. Its largest plant is in Dar-es-Salaam, and has a capacity 
of 10 tonnes/hour. The smaller privately-owned companies in the branch 
have an estimated combined capacity of 80,000 tonnes per year. In 1988, 
the output of TAFCO amounted to a little more than 1),000 tonnes, of which 
the Dar-es-Salaam unit accounted for 8,000 tonnes. The private sector 
contributed an estimated )0,000 toP.nes towards domestic demand of about 
220,000 tonnes. 

About 95 per cent of output consists of poultry feeds, the balance 
being for pigs and cattle, and for special experimental feeds. Sales take 
place predominantly at the factory gate. There are no imports to cover the 
large gap between supply and demand. Consequently many farmers mix their 
own feed, using imported minerals and vitamins. Given the unfulfilled 
demand in the domestic market for animal feed and also the fact that TAFCO 
prices exceed those on the international market, prospects for exports by 
the branch are remote. 

Production of stockfeed in ZBllbia has fallen from 192,000 tonnes in 
1980 to 140,000 tonnes in 198/. Aggregate nominal capacity is put at 
}44,000 tonnes. The most important producers are indicated below, with 
their nominal output/}4 hours shown in tonnes. 
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Table 4.1: Zrphia - iwportant producers of stock.teed in 1988 

Tonnes 

E.C. !filling Ltd. 120 

National !filling Ltd. 110 

ZATCO 90 

INDECO !filling Ltd. 60 

Chimanga 30 

Kabwe Hilling 30 

Source: Report of the UNIIXJ field mission to Zambia in Hay-June 1988. The 
reeeneration of Zambian manufacturin~ industr:y witli emphasis on 
a~ro-based industries. PPD/R.19, 1988, p.90. 

Total demand is estimated at 3,000,000 tonnes/year. but fluctuates with 
product quality and prices, which are fixed by the Government. There is 
some interest in Zambian stockfeeds in Tanzania and Botswana, and the 
branch is exploring regional export possibilities. However, domestic 
shortages, combined with the current export clearance and licensing system, 
are expected to constrain export development. 

4.1.3 Spatial distribution 

No feed manufacturers are presently operational in Liberia, although the 
Bright Feed Mill was scheduled to start production in late 1989. The 
latter is privately owned, as were those units at Monrovia and Gbarnga that 
have closed down. 

There are 24 feed plants on the mainland of Tanzania, 14 in Dar-es
Salaam, two in Moshi, two in Arusha and one each in Lindi, Mbeya, Mtwara, 
Mwanza, Kigoma and Shinyanga. In additional there is one unit in Zanzibar. 
The four largest plants are located in D~r-es-Salaam, Moshi. Mbeya and 
Mwanza, and owned by TAFCO, a subsidiary of the parastatal National Milling 
Corporation. A study of the industrial licenses issued shows that there 
are at least 16 privately owned units, many of which are newly established 
but small. 

Most of the stockfeed ~lants in Zambia are found along the 'line-of
rail', with the exception of some small units that are owned by the Co
operative Unions. Of the total processing capacity in Zambia, ~O per cent 
is located in Lusaka, 8 per cent elsewhere in Central Province, 30 per cent 
in the Copperbelt, 11 per cent in Southern Province and l per cent in other 
provinces. Parastatals account for 9) per cent of output. 

4.1.4 Linkages 

A well developed feed industry normally involves a network of backward 
linkages. The branch may use inputs from the agricultural sector and food 
processing industries. 
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In the case of Liberia. where the branch is still in its infancy. the 
backward linkages are less pronounced. This is indicated in Figure 4.1. 
It should be remembered that the branch is important for boosting the 
earnings of many food processing industries by providing a ready mark~t for 
their by-products and wastes. The "present" linkages refer to the plants 
that are currently operational. 

The animal feed branch in Tanzania has backward linkages to the 
agricultural sector for grains. the milling branch for brans. the oil-seeds 
processing branch for seed cake and the fishing industry for dried fish. 
The forward linkage is to the livestock subsector, as indicated in 
Figure 4.2 

Fi&ure 4.1: Liberia - linlcaees in aniaal teed manu[acturine 
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Fieuce 4.2: Tnnynia - linlca.ees in ani911l feed manufacturige 
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Source: Report of the UNIDO tield mission to Tanzania in February-Harell 
1989. The reeeneration of Tanzanian manufacturing industrv with 
emphasis on aero-based industries. PPD/R.26. p.~4. 

The branch in Zambia has backward linkages to the agricultural sector and 
other manufacturing subsectors, notably flour milling, oil-seed processing 
and meat processing, as illustrated in Figure 11.2. 



Fipre 4.J: helpia - li'*ues in ani•I feed MllUfacturiQ& 
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d&ro-based industries, PPD/R.19, 1988, p.21. 

4.2 Bajor proble113 and constraints 

The branch in Liberia has four principal constraints. There is a 
shortage of domestic inputs, since farmers have few incentives to grow and 
market the necessary products. The branch must also live with a shortage 
of spare parts and equipment as a result of limited access to foreign 
exchange. In addition, it suffers from the present weakness of commercial 
meat production, which results in low demand for animal food. Fourthly, 
capable managers, technicians and skilled workers are in short supply. The 
constraints are all inevitable consequences of the low level of eccnomic 
develop~ent. The branch will have to be entirely rebuilt, which itself 
requires the return of stable economic conditions. 

Some of the constraints on the branch in Tanzania have already been 
highlighted in the section on inputs. The shortage of key inputs, notably 
the animal protein supplements, means that branch output often breaches the 
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specifications of the Tanzanian Bureau of Standanls. The absenr.e ot 
regular preventive maintenance and the shortage of foreig~ exchange to 
purchase spare parts have led to increasing!:.- regular plant breakdowns and 
complete stoppages. Inadequate roads and the lack of / -10 to:me lorries 
are also substantial constraints. 

In Zaabia there are the same foreign exchange constraints on imports of 
inputs. ~ith offal. there is the additional problem that the s~ructure of 
relatively small slaughterhouses militate~ ar.3inst producers making 
economies of sea.le. The branch has the same problems of spa.re parts 
shortages and irregular plant maintenance that have been noted in the case 
of Tanzania. 

Laboratory facilities do uot exist in most Zambian plaPts. r_;iven the 
uneven quality of feed ingredients. this is a major obstacle to quality 
control. In the absence of adequate monitoring. the finis~ed product is 
not uniform. and an excessively high fibre content is found in poultry and 
pig feeds. Protein deficiencies also create lower quality stcckfeeds. 
which results in adverse eff~cts on the quality of the animals Lhat consUllle 
them. The Zambian Standards Institute (ZSI) has established national 
standards for the different types of stockfeed. but tnese are not enforced 
by regula~ions. apparently because there is no oody to administer a control 
system. There are no established national standards for inputs. with the 
exception of maize. 

The pricing of ingredients is set irrespective of the level ot 
impurities. or of protein and fibre content. Consequently. quality sufters 
as producers have the incentive to keep their costs down. P~ospects for 
the branch would be enhanced if national standards for inputs were 
established. and stockfeed prices related to quality. These cha1;e;es assume 
the creation of an appropriately qualified. independent laboratory to serve 
the national stockfeed branch. This need is clear in view of the 
weaknesses of the few existing laboratories: test results a.re not always 
quickly assessed and passed to appropriate parties, while there i~ a low 
level of co-ordination between quality control centres and individual 
plants. These quality related constraints in the branch hold back 
livestock development and weaken efforts to develop export raarkets once 
domestic demand is met. 



Ch.a.pt.er 5 
Wo<>d. p::re>c::es s .i rig 

5.1 Cbaracteristics of tbe branch 

5. 1 . 1 Inputs 

Thi~ branch was covered in Liberia. and not in Angola. Morocco. Tanzania 
and Zambia which have limited forestry resources. Almost half of Liberia's 
territory is co\•er-ed with forest. Timber harvesting within National Forest 
Ar~as and other productive forest land is regulated on the basis of a 
Forest Management Plan and other government policies. These regulations 
restrict cutting to cases when the trees felled are replaced b~ re?lanting 
and1or natural regeneration. In reality mining, r~ad construction. 
urbanization and shiftit1g cultivation patt~rns have Cf\nt~nued to erode the 
forestry resources. Depletion of reserves hav2 been more severe elsewhere 
in West Africa. such as Cote d'Ivoire where an estj_1Pated two- thirds of the 
fcrest has been cut down since 1Y66. but it is nonetheless obvious that 
measures must be taken in Liberia to reverse the trend. 

An increased volume of WO()d processing •ould help t:o preserve forests for 
the simple reason that less trees need ~o be feJled to attain ~he sa~e 
level of earnings fro1n unprocessed timber. Thi!> would encourage t-etter 
forest conservation practices per se. A similar policy coul~ also be 
applied tc.. those ot:her African countries that sti 11 retain significant 
forest cover, such as Gabon. Congo and Zaire. A new ~egulation on exports 
of wood cam~ into eff2ct in Liberia in Hatch 1988. it impose1 an 
obligation on logging companies to process 10 per cent of extracted logs 
locally. If implemented. this could boost overational sawmilling capacity 
by an estimated 25-~0 per cent. The example of Zairt has indicated the 
difficulties in enfo~cing such a regulation, since authorized logging 
companies generally operate in remote areas where ~hey cannot be easily 
supervised. 

Current sawmilling operations in Lib~ria are ineffici~nt. Slabs and off
cuts are used as fuelwood, and large quantities of wood residues and waste 
are left to rot. Productivity is low and installed mac~inery is normally 
underutilized, mainly because roads and logging trucks a·.:e poorly 
maintained. In these circumstances sawmills cannot be properly supplied. 
This i.n turn constrains the performance of the secondarf wood processing 
industry, which uses the primary products for further manufactudng and 
assembly into standardized products (such as scaffolding, partial frames. 
beams and formwork), non-standard products (building components such as 
doors, windows and mouldings), furniture, packaging (crates. boxes and 
pallets), and other products (such as hatches and boats). 

Similar problems are reported from the branch in other timber ?roducin~ 
countries in Africa. The Government in Equatorial Guinea set itself a 
tar6et that 60 per cent of its timber would be exported in processed form 
by 1990, but has fallen far behind its schedule, partly because of 
deficiencies in the silwmilling industry and partly because of changes in 
the world market which an explained in the next section. In Congo a 
plantation company has shown flexibility: its eucalyptus interests near 
Pointe-Noire (and thus ideally located for exports) ~ere intended tor a 
paper and pulp industry that has not materialized, but the company is now 
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establishing a joint venture to market a svstem of cloning that produ>ed 
hybrid eucalyptus trees which grow as much as 4 cm per day. 

5.1.2 output and aarkets 

Output data on the branch in Liberia is limited to sawn wood. with 
monthly production of about l4.000m1

• The export component of this total 
is not known. The domestic market for wood products is modest. given the 
..reakness of the economy which contracted each year from 1983 to 1988. 
Secondary wood products usually cannot compete with imports. which are less 
expensive and of better quality. In this context an encouraging example 
has been set by Ghana. whi~h has developed a furniture industry and started 
to penetrate overseas market with products of proven quality. The sill.'.l.11-
scale of the Liberian market is another obstacle to increased processing. 
although it is not a constraint for other ,\!rican producers. such as 
Nigeria and Cote d'Ivoire which are of a scaie to make a modest secondary 
processing industry viable for domestic consumption. 

Changes in the developed country market for tropical timber should have 
benefitted the Afri.~an produc.,·rs which export their timber principally in 
log form. This is because the South-east Asian prcducers have introduced, 
and largely enforced bans on exports of unprocessed African logs. However, 
freight charges to Europe, the principal market for African countries, make 
African exports uncompetitive in relation to those from South-east Asia. 
Furthermore, the European market has changing needs: in 1980 it imported 
62 per cent of its tropical timber in unprocessed form, but by 19d/ the 
proportion had fallen to 39 per cent. This trend makes still more urgent 
the development of the wood processing branch in Liberia. 

5.1.3 Spatial distribution 

Most logging and wood processing operations are located in the major 
forest reserves in the North-west and South-east of Liberia. The plants 
are situated at the points of access to main roads or ports. as the branch 
is heavily dependent on the export market. In terms of the number of 
companies and employees, primary processing dominates the branch, with 
exports largely in raw log form. In 1986-87 there were l/ operational 
sawmills producing sawn timber, veneer and plywood, located in the regions 
indicated below. 

Table 5.1: Liberia - distribution of wood processin& units 

Country of 
Forest forestry 
region headquarters 

1 Nimba 

2 Grand Gedeh 

3 Lota 

4 Sinoe 

Total 

Nrmber 
of 

.,,.,,.ills 

1 

8 

I 

2 

24 

Nu.bee of 
plywood/ 

veneer plants 

2 

1 

J 

Soyrce: forestry Development Authority, ~nual Rewrc 1986181. 



Se\·en ot these sawmills were not operational in 198/. The branch also 
cont a ins secondar~· processing uni ts. all owned bv Liberians: 16/ ... ere 
registered 1o."ith the Liberian i.lood and Carpentry Industry Association 
( UKIA) in the Greater Monro\·ia area in l 98 I. Such uni ts are found in 
other major tO\oTIS. but their exact numbers are not known. Private 
ownership is predominant. 11.'ith onl;.· one sawmill fully Government-owned. 
The location of units mirrors that in Nigeria. Cote d'Ivoire and Cameroon. 
and is more logical than in key Central African producers such as Congo and 
Zaire: sa\olDills are generally found at points of good access in forest 
areas. with secondarv acti\·ities located in or n-=::r urban centres. 

5.1.4 Linkages 

Forward linkages are not 11.'ell de\·eloped in Liberia. Doors. panels. 
crates and pallets are ~xamples of manufacturing. but the volume of 
production is modest. 

As illustrated in Figure ~.l. sawn timber is also sold to carpenters 
,.-orking for the domestic market. Potential for,.-ard linkages are shown in 
the figure. including export-oriented knock-down furniture industries. and 
the manufacturing of floor boards and parquet floors for direct 
installation. Market sun·eys would have to be made to identify products 
that can be manufactured at competitive prices and of export quality. but 
the overall potential for forward linkages is considered good. 

fieure >.l: Liberia - linlc§£es in voocl processin& 
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In other West Atric-'ln countries. a common ton•.:ff<l linkag.t: is to tlH: 

i:ibreboard. plYl"'ood ar.d v£:-neer industrv. Th{· turni• .. rc· industrv is 
dominated by artisanal production. with thP c . .;.cc-ptions ot Ghana and. to a 
lesser extent. ~i&eria and Cote d'l;;oi::..-. As alrc-adv not£·d in the- st:·ction 
on output and markets. linkages to export mark.:ts .1re ,..eak. Comp£-tition 
trom South-east Asia ar;d Europe in St.>condat·v wood proct:·ssing le.-n:es a 
formidable challenge for- African pr-oducers such as Li bt~r-ia. The potential 
of r-egional markets. other than Ghana. should be explored. 

5.2 Major proble115 and constraints 

The br-anch in Liberia faces substa~tial constraints in all areas. 
Supplies of wood inputs at competitive prices an: inadequat£: because ot tlu
inetticient extr-action and tr-ansport ot logs. Productivitv in the sa~mills 
is \·er,• low. and secondary processerl wood is both non-standardized and of 
low qualitv. Oper-ators have great difticultv in r-eaching brc-ak-even point 
because of high production costs and the lo"-' prices in the domestic market. 

Lesser-known and relatively inexpensi\·e species of "-'OOd ar-f' poorl v 
promoted on the local mai:-ket. The br-anch sutfers trom ;.i lack ot 
e:.:perienced and trained management. and skilled pPrsonnel. Operators ha\·e 
not often recognized the need for short- and long-term planning. and haw: a 
poor grasp of pricing considerations and record-keeping procedures. The 
units tend to be undercapitai ized and ha\·e restricted access to forc·ig11 
exchange. so that plants are poorly maintained duP to a shortag£: of sp~rc

parts. Institutional credit facilities are scarce. especiallv tor 
Liberian-owned oper-ations . .:ind loan applications are processed slo....-ly. 

These constraints are covered in other sturlies ot wood processing in ~t:st 
Africa.~ but their gravity differs in the various countriPs. Thev arc
often more serious for secondary than for primarv processing. two examples 
being transport (because the products require more care. and packaging). 
and trained manpower (because of technical and marketing needs)_ 

:'! See tor example, the country H'ports submitu~d to the Rt:~ional M<:ctin~ for 
Atrica in Preparation ot the first Consultation on tbr· Wood and Word 
Products Industry. orp,anizr·d by UNll>O in Vif'nna. l'JRl.. 
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Ch.a..pte::r 
Vegeta..b:::Le <>i ::I.. 

6.1 Characteristics of the branch 

6.1.1 Inputs 

f'i 
nti ::I.. ::I.. i ng 

This branch was surveyed in Angola. Liberia and Zambia. and not in 
Morocco and Tanzania. Vegetable oil mills can use a variety of inputs: 
palm-oil fruit. and kernels. cotton seed. sunflower seed. soya beans. 
olives. groundnuts and coconuts. With this wide range of options for 
inputs. the branch can operate in most climatological zones in Africa. 
although the type of technology used will depend on the nature of the 
input. At the village level. small quantities of the local oleaginous crop 
are sufficient to permit artisanal processing. Larger scale operations 
require access to greater volumes of inputs of relati\·ely uniform quality. 
Supplying the larger plants on thi~ scale often presents difficulties. 

In Angola the branch used to ha\·e access to locally produced raw 
materials. such as sunflower seed. palm-oil seed and cotton seed. for all 
its needs. Before the civil war it could not use all the inputs and palm
oil seeds were exported ( 11. '.>00 tonnes in 19/0). The massive dislocation 
and the near abandonment of many rural areas in the war 1-,c;ve se\·erely 
curtailed this supply (Ministry of Planning data show that only 1.190 
tonnes of palm-oil were marketed in 198'.>). making the branch dependent on 
imports. The single unit operating in the branch cannot function at a 
profit due to the fixed price stracture imposed by the Government. and may 
wPll decide to abandon the grinding. pressing and chemical extraction of 
the seeds. In this case. it would refine crude oil into ed;_ble oil and 
soap. The oil-seeds processing branch would then cease to exist. 

In Liberia. palm cultivation and palm-oil processing is divided between 
modern plantations and mills. and artisanal practices. No area estimates 
are available for wild palm groves, but a World Bank report claimed that 
almost 4'.> per cent of agricultural households make palm-oil traditionally 
from wild fruits. There is no refinery for crude palm-~il. Imports of 
refined oil for local consumption averag~d L$ 3.85 million per year in 
1983-8/. 

In the late 1960s and 19/0s the Government encouraged the modern 
cultivation of oil-palms and became directly involved. Its target was to 
satisfy domestic need and then produce for export. In this objective it 
has been only partly successful. Exports are negligible. and the private 
sector dominates the branch. 

Estimates of the Ministry of Planning and Economic Affairs suggest that 
the area planted with oil-palms currently amounts to 19.600 hectares, of 
which 5,600 hectares are run by small-holders under the Government operated 
oil-palm scheme (the mills on small-holder farms are owned and operated by 
the Government). The remaining hectdres consist of plantations, which are 
largely Government-owned. The condition of state managed branch operations 
gives cause for alarm. Most plantations are approaching the end of their 
natural iife of l'.>-16 years and are poorly maintained, which is 
characterized by the absence of fertilizer. the low rate of replanting. and 
irregular and inadequate upkeep. One reason for this decline is that the 
mills, both small and large. operate at ti fraction of their capacity anrl 
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have done so for several years. thereby etoding the incentive to replant 
oil-palm. The yields on smallhclders' far!Ds compare unfavourabl:: with 
those on wild palm g}.·oves. primarily due to poor site selection and 
mana;;ement. although the planting maleriaJ (of the Fenera variety) usual!\· 
gives good results. 

The investment plan of Zaabia's Ministry- of Agriculture and 'i1iater 
Development (MAWD) Task Force pr-.:ijected the production of oil bearing seeds 
at lU6.000 tonnes by 1988. However. MAWD's final crop estimate put the 
toL~l crop yie.ld of sunflower, s.'.'lyabeans and cotton seed at 82,00U tonnes 
in 1988. Output of groundnuts irom oil extraction appears to be about 
1.000 tonnes per year. Sunflower production fell dramatically in the first 
half of the 1980s from 40.000 tonnes per year to 10.000 tonnes. but is now 
recov€ring under the stimulus of higher producer prices. 

For the 1988-89 growing year there were sizeable increases in producer 
prices fo~ oil-seeds. These amounted to 80 per cen~ for hybrid and 
composite varieties of sunflower seed. 43 per cent for unclassified 
sunflower seed, 29 per cent for soyabeans and )2 per cent for cotton. 
This. and subsequent increases are expected to lift production levels 
allowing higher capacity utilization in the iPdustry. Currently large 
volumes of comparatively inexpensive crude vegetable oil are imported, but 
on an insufficient scale to meet the needs of the branch. 

6.1.2 output and aarkets 

The sole operational oil-mill in Angola has a capacity of ),000 tonnes of 
refined edible oil per year, with crushing capacity of 30 tonnes per oay. 
Its output in 1987 was 2.461 tonnes of refined oil and 6) tonnes of palm 
kernel oil. Such data as ~re available suggest a sharp fal~ in output 
since the early 1980s. Mills not currently operational are ~hought to have 
total capacity of ),000 tonnes per year. 

The Angolan market for edible oils is estimated at 30,000 tonnes per 
year, and is largely met by imports, to the extent that foreign exchange 
availability permits. Domestic sales are normally made at the factory 
gate. Vegetable oil is considered an essential commodity, and, becau5e of 
the extreme shortage, a license is required for exports. The manufacturer 
does not presently envisage exports. 

Zaabia's oil-seed processing capacity wa~ estimated at about 214.0UU 
tonnes by a USAID study in 198/.!/ The two largest operators, Refined Oil 
Products (ROP) and Premium Oils. accounted for about /3 per cent of the 
total, or 1)/,000 tonnes per year. Medium size firms processed about 
)0,000 tonnes of oil-seeds per year. representing 24 per cent of the the11 
total. The balance of 3 per cent (about /,000 tonnes per year) was 
processed by roughly 40 small-scale artisanal operate. s. some of them hand
operated with capacities varying from 12.) to 180 kg per hour. The 
G.,wernment's Interim National Development Pl;.,-1, unveiled in August 198/ and 
since reversed in some key policy aspects, urged encouragement for 
enterprises producing essential consumer goods, such as cooking oil. It 

YusAID, Study of the oil-seeds in Zambia. ~:inistry of Commnce .:ind Industry. 
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envisaged additional supplies ot oil cakes tor farmers and the stcckte.:d 
industn·. 10hich currentlv me.-ts about one-third of demand. 

The installed moder~ oil-milling capacitv in Liberia is highlighted in 
Table b. 2. Output is 1010. since some un! ts ha\·e been closed do"'-n and 
otht>rs operate intermittently. In 1':18/. modern mills produced about ::>.000 
tonnes of vegetable oil. The greater part of domestic de!L.:lnd. estimated at 
2'.:>.000 tonnes per vear. is met by tr.i.iitional \'illag~ process~ng. There is 
no palm-oil refinery in Liberia. so refined ralm-oil must be imported. 
Sales of \•egetable oil are effected :i.:: the facr-ory gate. and exports are a 
distant prospect. given the production constraints. 

6.1.3 Spatial distribution 

The only oil-seeds processing companv in Angola is INDl:'VE. located about 
10 km north of Luanda. It has been operating at a loss for manv Years. 
Prior to independence a number of other crushing plants 10ere in operation. 
five of which are listed below: 

A.A.A .. a state-o"'-ned company in Catumbela. Benguela; 
- UPOHKA. a state-owned company located in Malanje: 

INDUMIL. situated in Haambo. a mill only for maize seeds; 
E.~.C .. located in Lobito. utilizing sunflower seeds and gruundnuts: 
and 

· CONGERAL. a subsidiary of state-owned Olmag. situated in Lu· .. nda. 

None of these five plants is operational. The Benguela unit has ·.rery old 
equipcent 10hich could not be restarted if sunflower seed supplies were to 
become available again. The branch also includes the follo1o"ing fact~ries 
producing soap with vegetable oil. 

1. 

2. 

J. 

4. 

Table 6.1: ~ola - distribution of fiDIS i>roducin& soag 
ancl veeetable oil. 1988 

Nominal 
Company Location Otmecship capacity 

(tonnes/year) 

IN DUVE Luanda Prh·ate 6.500 

OLHAG Luanda State 12.6'}0 

.RARAT.-\ & B.-\RATA Benguela State 3.480 

SODE.TE Huambo State 4.693 

Source: Hinistry of Industry. 

The five factories listed above are all said to be operational 

The state-owned companies account for 36 per CP.tlt of branch employment. 
and the private sector 64 per cent. The three largest producers of edible 
oils and/or soaps used to be the privately owned INIDUVE. and the state
owned OLMAG and RGC. 
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The palm-oil processing branch in Liberia consists ot a te,.. modern 
crushing mills. the location of which is shown in Table 6.2. as well as 
many small viilage units that crush by hand for lo~al consumption. The 
kernel crushing mill is situated i~ the Monrovia Free Zone. As already 
noted, the larger units are either closed or running at ver; low 
capacities. 

Table 6.2: Liberia - distribution of the 0§.la-oil sector 

WACC 

But aw 

Decor is 

foya 

Dube 

Company 

Zlea Town (village processing) 

Kpatawee (village processing) 

Toto ta 

Had co 

Lib inc 

Plantation 
size 

(acres) 

4,000 

5.800 

14.000 

2.500 

1.100 

1.000 

1,000 

900 

100 

6,500 

--------- -----------------
Installed 
milling 
capacity 

(tonnes/hour) 

10 

10 

4 

6 

1 

0 

0 

1-5 

1 

10 

Country location 

Grand Cape Hount 

Sinoe 

Haryland 

Fova 

Grand Gedeh 

Grand Gedeh 

Bong 

Bong 

Fend ell 

Grand Bassa 

Source: SOCFINCO, Study on palm.-oil processing sector, .l985. 

The GovP.rnment operates oil-mills on smallholder farms (which cover 
73.7 per ce~t of the existing planted area) and on concessions, and owns. 
or is the majority shareholder in, /3.8 per cent of the total milling 
capacity in the country. Libinc, a private company located in Buchanan, 
supplies industrial oil to Rainbow Industries for soap manufacture, and 
appears to be the most successful operation. 

In 7.ambia about 89 per cent of the oil extracti0n capacity is accounted 
for by a small number of units situated in the Lusaka and Copperbelt 
regions. One plant, located at Kalite in Eastern province, has about 6 per 
cent of crushing capacity, while another at Choma in Eastern pr~vince has 
about 2 per cent. Small-scale operations in the Copperbelt, Central 
province and Lusaka claim the balance of 3 per cent. Table 6.3 shows the 
percentage distribution of processing units by province. 



Table 6.3: Zaphia - distribution of oil-seed •ills 

Province Per cent 

Lusak.:J. :.!! 

Central D 

Copperbelt -} 

Southern Jl 

i.·estern 1 

.~·orth Western ) 

Northern 1:! 

Total IOV 

Soun"'g: Report of the U,"dIXJ field mission to Zambia in October l-J88. The 
recenerat ion ot Zambian manutacturinc industn· 1e·ith emvhasis on 
aero-based industries. PPD/R.U. 1-JBB. p.:!). 

Oil-seed processing in Zambia is dominated by the parastatal INDECO which 
accounts for /5 per cent of the branch. The balance ot 2) per cent is 
privately owned. 

6.1.4 Linkages 

ln Angola the oil-seeds branch has a potentially strong backward linkage 
with the agriculttn-al sector for its raw materials. As indicated in Figure 
b. l. there is an existing backward linkage to the bottle manufacturing 
industrv for its container needs and to the steel manufacturing subsector 
for its spare parts. The branch has a direct forward linkage to consumers 
and the animal feed industry and hence. because oil-seed cake is a by
product of milling. to the livestock subsector. It also has an indirect 
forward linkage to consumers through soap manufacturing. 

Figure 6.1: AQeola - linkages to oil-seed processing 

Agricultur~J [ Anii:ia~-;-e<'d J 
5<'Ctor branch · 

T=_-~--::--~-~------9 ----[-- -
.-----S-tC-f'-_ }- ::J r-oi l :;ecd~. p~oc:,:~~; in-:; 

111anu!acturin<J br.~nch -

:;ub-5CC~~r:_____ L----·--r··-· ------' 
~;c~-~-ing ·1 

CRUOt: OJ L IMPORT~;· - 5cction L-=r-.. 
Con5umr.r 
sector 

r l.i vc,;tock 
:;ub-,;cctor 

l. ______ _ 

I
- ----- 1 

llott I<' 
m.~nu Lv:t u ring 

~ub-:;cct or 
- -- ---- -----

~r: RC'port of r.llr IJNIVO tir/d mission ro A118ola in Srptrmbrr /')88. fhL 
rc~cncratiou of An~ola11 manut.:icturio~ industrv 1dct1 cm.,Jiasis 011 

a~ro·based industries. l'l'D/R.21. 1988. p .. ~.J. 
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The backward linkage is currently to the foreign agricultural sector. 
whereas previously inputs were available on the domestic market. The 
forward linkages to consumers and the animal feed/l i\·estock industrv ha\.·e 
been greatly weakened, and now depend on one processor. INDt;VE. This 
linkage will disappear. if INDUVE decides to abandon grinding. pressing and 
chemical extraction of seeds. and start to import oil for refining. In the 
short term. manufacturing capacity in this branch could be strengthened b\' 
a technical assistance programme for rehabilitation at INDUVE. 

In Liberia. the branch has a backward linkage to agriculture. and two 
forward linkages to soap manufacturing and stockfeed processing. Som~ 

crude palm-oil is sold directly to consumers. while the small balance is 
exported. Present and potential linkages are shown in Figure 6.2. To 
strengthen linkages. MVA and employment. rehabilitation of the existing 
palm kernel processing plant should be considered. This would give the 
palm-oil extraction units a market for the kernels. which are presently 
used as fuel or discarded. 

A palm-oil refinery has been considered by the Government on tne basis of 
a UNIDO feasibility study in 1978. The survey concluded that demand in the 
domestic market and in the Mar.o River Union would just:fy the plant. 
Refined oil availability would enable the branch to exploit further forward 
linkages. 

Fieure 6.2: Liberia - linlcaee in palm-oil processin& 

HED PROCESWIG 

AGRICULTURE 

PALI! OIL 

ROCESS !!IC IRUC. 

' \ 

= Present linkage 
---------- = Potential linkage 

r- - - - - ' 
I FALi! 

' ' I (EiNEL P~A!IT , 
I ' 

r---°t!' - ""\ '-- - - T----' 
I ?.\~:! 0 [ L I I 

I I / 

/-J
1 

&m!ii:i! 
1
'4--.., 

,' \.- ,- __ __, 

r-----~ : 
; PALI! O!L BASED~ 

, mmams : 
\..... - - -,- - - ..J 

~--~COtiSUMER SECTOR --- - .,, EXPORT 

Source: Report of the UNIDO field mission to Liberia in January-February 
1989, The reeeneration of Liberian manufacturine industry with 
em~hasis on aero-based industries, PPD/R.23, 1989, p.58. 

The major linkages is the oil-seeds processing branch in Zsabia are 
highlighted in Figure 6.3. The p~ttern is straightforward, and similar to 
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that in Angola and Liberia. although the back,..ard linkage to agriculture is 
better developed in Zambia than the other countries. The linkage lo"ith the 
stockfeed industry is also strong: in se\·eral cases. the latter operated 
adjacent to oil-seeds processing in the same plant. 

Imp 
crud 

or] 
e oil 

I 
~letal and 
steel 

manutacturing 
subsector 

Z,,phia - linkaees in oil-seeds pcocessine 

• 
Oil seed 

processing 
subsector 4 

• 

-

Package 
manufacturi ng 

subsector 

Livestock 
subsector 

• 
I 

Stockfeeds 
subsector 

Source: Report ot the L:NIDO field mission to Zambia in October 1-)88. Tiie U 
generation of Zambian manufacturing industrr with ecphasis on agro
based industries. PPD/R.19. 1'J88. p.24. 

6.2 Major probleas and constr~ 

The major pr~blem facing the branch in Angola is the pr1c1ng of its main 
product. edible oil. which is termed a strategic corwnodity. The controlled 
prices are so lo~ as to discourage any new investment in the branch. even 
assuming the removal of other constraints. since there are no prospects of 
making a profit from the business. At the same time. investors would have 
to achieve an unrealistically high level of capacity utilization to 
compensate for the low prices. but this is not possible because the seeds 
have to be imported and foreign exchange availability does not currently 
extend to regular access for the branch. 

Without locally produced raw materials. and adequate foreign exchange for 
both spare parts and experienced expatriate engineers (to train local 
personnel). the branch allowed its plant to deteriorate and may start to 
import crude oil for refining. Moves towards internal stability would 
initially free foreign exchange resources presently allocated to military 
expenditure and then. over a longer period. create an environment in which 
Angolan agriculture can again become a supplier of inputs. A renaissance 
of rural communities would also require major public investment in roads 
and power ~upplies. While the civil war lingers. the Government has 
various policy options that are widely believed to offer encouragement for 
industry: one such is the removal of price subsidies. as that on edible 
oil. and tentative steps towards economic reforms have been hinted at. 

The principal constraint on the branch in Liberia is the absence of 
coherent development policies and targets. This is a crippling weakness of 
the whole ecnnomy. with the possible exception of some raw materials 
extraction industries. such as iron ore. Therefore. the branch is also 



various policv options that are widel\· believed to otter encouragement tor 
industrv: one such is the remo\·al of price subsidies. as that on edible 
oil. and tentative steps toward-; economic retorms have been hinted at. 

The principal constraint on the branch in I.iberia is the absence ot 
coherent de\·elopment policies and targets. This is a crippling weakness ot 
the whole economy. with the possible exception of some raw materials 
extraction industries. such as iron ore. Therefore. the branch is also 
constra~ned by fl;ows in present and potential linkages. :-tost plantations 
are poorlv managed. while oil-palm resen:es ha\·e been partly destro\·ed bv 
inadequate upkeep and harvesting techniques. Uncollected crops have been 
left on trees on occasions because of the insufficient capacity ot the 
mills. A potentially strong raw material base has become neglected and 
underutilized. 

Deticiencies of management and working capital mean that all plants 
operate intermittently, at very low output levels. resulting in high 
production costs and operating losses. Furthermore. a pre\·ailinf, low level 
of skills and. more importantly, a lack of motivation among emplovees due 
to low salaries and non-payment of wages also reduce productivity. Plant 
breakdowns and closures are common because of foreign exchaoge shortages 
and poor planning or spare parts imports. 

Major constraints to full capacity utilization in Zaabia are inferior 
equipment. including non-existent or poor cleaning facilities. a lack of 
spare parts. a poor working environment and irregular raw materials 
supplies. 

The oil-mills tend to be technically unsophisticated and ill-suited to 
the type of input, and the equipment is generally old. The result is that 
the efficiency of oil extraction suffers. The inadequate cleaning 
facilities mean that impurities enter the machinery along with the seeds. 
The constraint of spare parts shortages is accentuated by t'.e advanced age 
of most machinery in the branch. There is no spare part~ manufacturing 
industry in Zambia, which leaves the branch vulnerable to the familiar 
problem of securing foreign exchange for imports. 

Domesticallv produced oil-seeds cannot compete effectively with low 
priced imports ot crude oil. illustrating the need for some incentives to 
stimulate growers. In any event the quality of the local inputs is 
adequate, seen in the already noted presence of impurities which damage all 
moving parts, especially the expeller screws. This invariably leads to 
poor equipment performance, increased maintenance needs and breakdowns. 

Many mills have the additional problem of price controls. There is 
usually a time-lag between an increase in the price of inputs and a rise in 
the price of edible oils. The resulting losses in earnings have led to 
some production stoppages. Companies combining the production of oil-seeds 
and stockfeed have been able to absorb the losses by raising their 
stockfeed prices. 
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Ch.a.pt.E?:r 7 
Pa.~ka.ging ~a.t.E?:ria1s 

7.1 Cbaracteristics of the branch 
7.1.1 Inputs 

This branch was surveyed in Angola. Tanzania and Zambia. but not in 
Liberia and Morocco. The branch offers a wide range of products and uses 
inputs from a \.'ariety of sources, including agriculture. paper mills. and 
glass and chemical industries. This discussion concentrates on materials 
with a potential linkage to agriculture and forestry. Sheet polyethylene 
bags are important as lining for fertilizer bags. but much less utilized 
for agricultural and agro-industrial purposes. 

Bag manufacturing in Angola is mainly based on synthetic materials. Bags 
for cereals and coffee used to be made of jute. but in 19/'.> the only 
production line was closed. The raw materials for natural fibre bags used 
also to be produced locally. but the disruptions of the civil war have 
brought total dependence on imported synthetic substitutes. mainly from the 
Federal Republic of Germany. 

In Tanzania paper bags and cardboard boxes are produced by the paper and 
pulp branch. The principal input. pulp. is manufactured within the branch. 
The main supplier is Southern Paper Mills (SPM) at Mufindi, and has 
installed capacity of 90,000 tonnes per year of newsprint. kraft. machine
finished paper and pulp. 

Most other converters rel; on SPM to a great or lesser extent for paper 
(kraft and machine-finished) and/or pulp. The paper and pulp mill division 
of Kibo ~atch Corporation at Moshi is independent of SPM, but has 
difficulty in securing reliable and reasonably priced waste paper supplies 
from Dar-es-Salaam. It manufactures board for conversion to plain cartons. 

Kibo Paper Industries in Dar-es-Salaam relies on SPM for unbleached pulp 
for manufacture of its corrugated carton board. as well as kraft paper for 
conversion to cement and grain sacks. It procures the thicker white-lined 
boards from Kibo Match Corporation. 

Twiga Paper, also located in Dar-es-Salaam. is almost entirely dependent 
on SPM for supplies of kraft liner and text liner for corrugated board 
manufacture, and kraft paper for conversion into grocery and other bags. 
It also uses some yellow-machined paper from SPM for tea-bags. The quality 
of the paper is inadequate for exports, and the company uses imported 
machine-glazed paper in its place. 

The bag manufacturing industry in ZaJ11bia is almost exclusively dependent 
on imported raw materials, making it very vulnerable in view of the foreign 
exchange constraints. The UNIDO survey founrl in mid-1988 that the foreign 
exchange cost of these imports was estimated at ZK 4'.> million per year 
(although subsequent currency devaluations have boosted these costs). 
Polypropylene and polyethylene granules are imported from Europe. There 
has been a steady increase in the price of polypropylene from US $9'.>0/tonne 
in 1983 to US $1,'.>'.>0/tonne in 1988. The price of polyethylene increased in 
the sam~ period from US $6'.>0 to US $1,600/tonne. The mission also found 
that jute prices wer~ US$ 483/tonne for BWC quality and US $4~2/tonne for 
BWD qua l it y. 
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Alternative sources of natural fibre have been investigated in an effort 
to save foreign currency costs. Kenaf has been identified as the most 
suitable alternative for jute. Its fibre is of similar colour. length and 
smoothness. and it is stronger and more resistant to decomposition. It can 
be easily grown in Zambian agro-climati~ conditions. and processed with the 
same type of equipment as jute. A kenaf development programme has been 
launched. It is the Government's view that Zambia should become self
sufficient in natural fibres for manufacturing bags for grain. coffee. 
hessian cloth and twine. The survey concluded that the Government should 
consider possibly cheaper alternatives to jute, such as sisal. before 
funding programmes to produce kenaf. 

The production target for kenaf during Phase I of the plan (1987-88) was 
360 tonnes, estimated to require cultivation on 450 hectares. In phase II 
(1989-93) 1,500 tonnes would be produced on abottt 1,900 hectares. Rolled 
kenaf was priced at ZK 3.SO/kg for grade A fibre and ZK 2.SO/kg for grade B 
fibre in the 1986-87 growing season. In 1987-Sf farmers were paid ZK 
3.60/kg regardless of quality, as the Government sought to encourage 
interest in growing kenaf. In 1988-89 the producer price of kenaf fibre 
was raised to ZK 6/kg, which was then equivalent to US $0.67. This price 
was set considerably higher than the cost of imported jute. reflecting the 
Government's wish to boost rural incomes and save foreign exchange. 

In 1987-88, 400 small-scale farmers were recruited to grow kenaf on 200 
hectares. Output was estimated at 160 tonnes. assuming an average crop 
yield of 800 kg/hectare. This output was less than haif the level 
targeted. If it is to be successful, the Kenaf Development Programme 
should include the following elements: supply ~f seed and fertilizer. 
extension services and research. 

The results of Phase J suggest that the targets set for Phase II may also 
fall short of expectations without additional efforts. Further producer 
price increases are necessary to persuade the small-scale farming community 
to extend their cultivation of kenaf. The branch must improve the co
ordination between the increase in kenaf cultivation and the planned 
rehabilitation of the KIFCO jute line. Failure to do so is expected to 
prove costly. 

7.1.2 output and markets 

The nominal production capacity and the output of bags in Angola are 
highlighted in Table 1.1. It is clear that even the two companies in 
operation are producing well below their capacity. 
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Tablil! l- l: Aqeola - Rroduction CSIJi!CAt~ and OUtllYt ot b11.&~ 

Output Output 
Noaina.l plastic raffia Output 
capacity (1981. (198.'. raffia 

Company Location (tonnes) tonnes) tonnes) (l) 

SlG_4 Luauda l.:!00 600 l . .'.>00 1.)00 

flBREX Luanda I. 800 /} i80 

IS SUL Lobico I .):JO v ."i __ 4_ tJ 

PECLE."iE Huaobo 120 0 ."i. :\. t) 

.;)0PL4S liu il a 401) 0 .'i . . 4. 0 
( 1) :.\.teer rehabil icac ion. -- ----------

Source: Reporc of che UNIDO field mission co Angola in September 1~88. The 
regenerac ion ot _4ngolan 1114nutactliring inJustn' with emphasis on 
a&ro-based industries. PPD/R.21. 1:}88. p.5}. 

In 198/ output of raffia bags amounted to fi9 tonnes. equivalent to about 
4.2 million bags (of 50 kg). If the two operational manufacturers were 
rehabilitated and able to function without any major constraints. their 
output would rise to 2.2~0 tonnes per year. corresponding to about 
40 million bags. The domestic market has been estimated at 6.5 million 
bags per year. The return of internal stability would lead to a strong 
expansion of economic activities. including an increase in the demand for 
bags. 

At present. bags are principally sold to Government agencies in Luanda, 
usually at the fact•.,ry gate. The unmet level of domestic demand and the 
erratic quality of the product ha•:e deterred c-ny serious consideration of 
exports. 

Total output of paper packaging materials i~ Tanzania cannot be 
accurately estimated. because data on the smaller enterprises are not 
available. The four largest products have a combined capacity of 112,000 
tonnes/year. The branch has two very different elements: a highly 
competitive. limited market for cardboard boxes and an undersupplied. less 
competitive market for paper bags. Purchasing interest is dominated by 
Dar-es-Salaam. although the proposed rehabilitation of the national 
transport network should broaden the market for branch products. The 
quality of materials is presently too low for export markets. 

In ZBlllbia total demand for woven bags is esti.mated at 10 million, of 
which about 60 million are synthetic and 10 million made from natural 
fibres. mostly jute. Domestic output of polypropylene and jute bags runs 
at about 225 to 30 million, and 0.25 million respectively. 

Although imports fiil the gap, therP. is a good market for synthetic bags 
in Zaire and Burundi during the thre~ to four months when demand in Zambia 
is low. The market for jute bags ir. neighboring countries is conceded 
especially encouraging. However. inefficient raw materials purchasing and 
other production constraints currently prevent exploitation of these 
markets. 
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7.1.3 Spatial distribution 

The five bag manufacturing enterprises in An&ola. largely pri'l.·4telv 
owned. are located in Luanda. Lobito. Huila and Huambo. The four cities 
were formerly important manufacturing centres. The onl v om firms making 
raffia bags that are currently operational are situated in Luanda. The 
location of the plants at Luanda and Lobito (not operational) should 
facilitate their necessary imports of raw materials (plasticsL since both 
cities are also ports. but their supplies ha\·e regularly been interrupted 
by transport and payment dela~·s. 

Most units in the branch in Tanzania are small to medium size. and 
concentrated in Dar-es-Salaam because it constituter- a \·ery large market. 
Eight units are located in Dar-es-Salaam. and one e<ich in Tanga. Arusha. 
Hoshi. Zanzibar. Iringa and Hosi. 

The four largest processors are Southern Paper Mills (SPMJ in Mufindi. 
720 km from Dar-es-Salaam by road via ll"iul!:..s and Makambako. or 600 km by 
rail; Kibo Match Corporation. situated on the outskirts of Moshi. about )60 
km from Dar-es-Salaam by road or rail: and Kibo Paper Industries and Twiga 
Paper Products. both in Dar-es-Salaam. Of the largest enterprises. onlv 
Kibo Paper Industries and SPM are publicly owned. 

Information on the spatial distribution of the branch in Za.bia is 
limited. One bag manufacturer is located in Kabwe. and anor·ier along the 
'line-of-rail' connecting the Copperbelt with Lusaka and !ts env.ron~ 
Privately owned firms provide 86 per cent of branch output. 

7.1.4 Linkages 

The branch in An&ola has strong forward linkages to the agriculture 
sector, and the food industry and other subsectors. as illustrated in 
Figure /.1. Backward linkages are weak since the branch is largely 
dependent on imports of plastic raw materials. 

Fieuce I.I: AQeola - linlsa£es in bae maou[acturin& 
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Source: Report of rhe UNIDO field mission to Angola in September 1988, ~ 
re~eneration of Anliolan manufacturinli iudustrv with emol!asis 011 

aero-based industries. PPD/R.21. 1988. p.61. 
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Linkages in the paper processing branch in Tanzania are sho~-n in 
Figure /. 2. As "'ell as the back..-ard linkages to the paper and board mil !s 
sub-branch. and indirectl~· to the agricu~ture and forestry sector. there 
are numerous for,..ard linKages to the food ~rocessing. pharmaceutical. 
fertilizer and cement brar.-::hes. all of "'hich serve domestic and export 
markets. It should be recalled trat one input is waste paper. which cannot 
be classi.t ied as a "product" of anv branch. 

Fieure /.2: Tanzania - linkaees in paper pcocessin& 
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Source: Report of the UNIDO t ir>ld r.iission to Tanzania in Febn1ary-.'1arch 
1-JBg. The regeneration ot Ta11za11ian manufacturing industrv with 
em~hasis on a~rn-based industries. PPD/R.26. p.52. 

Bag manuf.1cturing in ZBlllbia has a large number of forward I inkages, 
although its backward linkar,es are extremPly weak. Figur~ /.3 highlights 
the present sit.uation. and points to th~ importance oi the branch to a 
comparatively large number of manufacturing subsectors. 
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Fipre 1.3: k""ia - linlccees in paclcue aanutacturiog 
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Source: Report ot the UNI DO t ield mission to Zaa;bia in ;'1ay·June 1988. IM. 
regeneration of Zambian manufacturing industry with emybasis on 
agro·based industries. PPD/R.19. 1988. p.29. 

7.2 Kajor problems and constraints 

Plastic raw materials for the branch in Angola have become increasingly 
difficult to obtain. In 1988 the industry expected that the foreign 
exchange centrally all~cated for its imports would not be fully utilized. 
This did not necessarily reflect a shortage in supplies on the world 
market. The regulations for these imports stipulate that ANGOLNAVE, a 
state-owned company, must handle the sea transport. The arrival of its 
vessels in the port of shipment is often delayed, and poorly co-ordinated 
with the delivery of the cargo to the dockside by the supplier. Payment, 
which is due when the cargo is loaded on board the vessel, is regularly 
delayed, and it is likely that the supplier gives priority to other 
customers with bP.tter records of payment. 

In common with other manufacturing branches, the production of raffia 
bags in confronted with mechanical deficiencies in equipment. Spare parts 
have proved difficult or impossible to locate on the domestic market, while 
foreign exchange constraints have prevented the acquisition of adequate 
imports and a shortage of sufficiently trained personnel at many levels has 
accentuated maintenance problems. 

Nonetheless, the two raffia bag manufacturers have achieved about 50 per 
cent capacity utilization, which is a high rate in the circumstances. 
However, there is a tendency among synthetic bag manufacturers to 



'.'iew agricultural output directives call tor increased ;:olumes ot marketed 
crops. such as cereals. coffee. ground-nuts and sunflower seeds. If 
implemented. and hopes should not be set too high in \'iew ot the unresol ·•ed 
ci \"il 10ar. this would boost demand for bags. If agricultural raw supplies 
10ere again normalized. mechanical breakdo~TIS would become more frequent and 
prclonged as the deficient equipment would be in greater use. The 
Go\·ernment has not projected the demand for bags in coming years. but it is 
ob\·ious that rehabil i t.:.tion of the branch. notably the raffia bag 
manufacturing. is essential to meet higher demand. 

The branch in Tanzania has t100 major constraints. the high cost and 
unreliability of road and rail transport. and the high prices charged by 
SPM for its products. This high tariff stems from heavy production costs. 
which are furth~r increased by the need to subsidize exchange. All 
operators face stiff competition from better quality and 1010er priced 
imports. 

A turther constraint common to all the countries under review in this 
branch is the acute shortage of foreign exchange to procure essential spare 
parts. The branch is bedevilled by shortages: two others are heavy road 
and rail transport for ferrying raw materials and finished goods. and 
storage space to accom.nodate the fluctuating deliveries of inputs and 
dispatch of finished goods. 

The bag manutacturing branch in Zaabia suffers from a number of problems 
familiar to Angola and Tanzania. although the transport and in~ut 
constraints are less marked than those in Angola. Raw material supplies 
are in a problem. not least because 98 per cent of the branch's input needs 
are imported. Prices of synthetics and jute for the branch increased 
strongly in 1983-88. leaving it short of its import requir~ments at a time 
whe~ general economic difficulties in any event reduced foreign exchange 
availability. 

The branch also relies on imports of spare parts for almost all 
equipment. This will remain the case. except for some simpie parts that 
could be locally manufactured. This dependence has created further 
problems. When spares have been unavailable, some pieces of equipment have 
gradually been dismantled. In consequence. capacity has fallen and import 
needs risen. 
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Ch.a.pt~:r 8 
Ce>nc:::l'L'l.:s.ie>n 

Although this report on1'.· cm:ers the tin<lin~s ot missions to tin.' 
countries and examines six processing branches. some broad conclusions can 
be dra1oo-n. The four countries of Sub-Saharan Atrica (SS:\) are bede,:illcd b\· 
shortages that result from their poor economic performance for most of the 
1980s. Domestic inputs are often in short supply. sometimes the result ct 
poor han:ests and sometimes Jf poor Go.,,,·ernment pol ic~· in pricing and the 
allocation of public resources. This raw materials gap cannot generally be 
met by imports because of foreign exchange shortages .-hich ha\.·e been caused 
by a combination of weak prices for Africa's commodity exports. debt 
service requirements and the allocation of resources to unproductive 
pro~ects. 

Spare parts are also in short supply. The scale 0f needs is not such 
as to justify the estahl ishment of a l~a-ge indi .,,,-idual country spare parts 
inciustries in individual c-n11ntries. On the other hand. the establishment 
of a significant spare parts lndustry on a regional basis mav be justified. 
At the national level. there is the possibility of setting up small units 
to ma, . ...ifacture the simpler spares. This shortagt> is also explained bv 
foreign exchange constraints. ~hile these constraints will remain in the 
foreseeable future. there are .-ays of alleviating their impact. For 
example. Zambia and Tanzania are members of the Preferential Trade Area for 
East and Southern Africa (PTA). ~hich c-perates a mechanism to handle trade 
between members without drawing on foreign currency. This mechanism is in 
growing use. and undoubtedly the scope exists for its further expansion. 

Another common weakness in the branches lies in management. This is 
often because the managers ha.,,,·e abandoned the uni ts. as in Angola and 
Liberia. This constraint can be seen in poor marketing . .-eak plan~ing. 
inadequate quality control and insufficient records on the basis of ~hich 
to make management decisions. Selective technical assistance programmes 
would remedy the situation in individual units. 

The constraints mentioned above are fL~c most stronglv in the SSA 
countries under survey. Angola presents an extreme case. since the civil 
war has destroyed many rural communities. dispersed hundreds of thousands 
of people, reduced agricultural production to a fraction of its former 
levels and obliged the Government to devote massive resources to military 
expenditure. 

Morocco is the most developed of the five economies under review. seen in 
the development of fruit &nd vegetable processing which has an established 
European market for its products. This report is not pessimistic in its 
conclusions. Horticulture is a growth industry in some SSA countries. and 
its pruducts can be seen increasingly in developed countries. Kenya and 
Nigeria are two good examples in this respect. and are extending their 
exports to includt> some processed products. In thi~ c::sf' export markets 
have been established, and regular orders have become the norm. Some 
further points are made below about the branches under study. 
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The meat processing branch in Angola has accEss to some inputs although 
the herds have become isolated by transport br»akdowns. A return to 
stability would free these inputs for utilizati~n by the branc~. Farmers 
are reluctant to sell their stocks as the curren1:v has become \"irtuaily 
worthless. The much-aire<l massive de\"aluation •ill not ease this ?roblem 
unless the farmers can i:my consumer goods liith their n;,·enue from selling 
animals. In Zambia, the survey found the Integrated Pig Management Scheme 
was providing support for farmers in producing bettPr bred pigs. and 
further assistance could be supplied to the scheme. 

The Moroccan survey suggested that the fruit and vegetable processing 
branch receive assistance with management training. export market surveys. 
spare parts mam.1facture and advice on hygiene. 

The animal feed manufacturing br3nch in Zambia currently imports key 
inr.redients such as vitamins and minerals. The survey pointed to the 
possibility of precessing slaughterhouse by-products for the vitamin and 
protein needs of the branch. Finished products are often poor and of non
standardized quality, pointing to the need for an independent central 
laboratuly. 

Also in Zambia the survey found ti1at producer price increases had boosted 
output of raw materials for the vegetable oil milling branch, and lifted 
capacity utilization. 

In Liberia, weaknesses were found in all aspects of the wood processing 
branch, highlighting a dire state of affairs that cannot be improved by 
changes at tl~ branch level. 

In Tanzania, the survey came across a formidable pricing constraint in 
the packaging materials branch. The latter depends heavily on one company 
for its inputs. This company charges high pric•'~- because it is directed by 
the Government to subsidize its export prices for the sake of 
competitivity, at the expense of domestic consumers. 

Finally, despite what has been achieved in this report, i~ is clear that 
much more detailed branch level analyses of African manufacturing industry 
needs to be carried out. This report would provide the basis for such in
depth research. 




